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UNIT III
POLITICAL INVOLVEMENT

In working through this unit many career possibilities will occur to you.
The Student Guide for Career Analysis (Unit I), particularly the self-
assessment section, will help you evaluate these potential careers in terms
of your interests and values. You should, therefore, work through the Student
Guide for Career Analysis before beginning this unit.
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INTRODUCTION

This collection of materials and ideas is for the student who wants to try
to influence his or her society. They illustrate that people whb care enough
to get involved in the processes of change can make a difference.

The materials neither argue for total cooperation with "the system" nor for
people to act collectively to withdraw their cooperation from "the system."
In our society, where the decision-making process is a complex mixture of laws,
court decisions, politicians, values, pressure groups, profit, etc., individuals
need to know how to use both positive and negative means to make the system respond
to their needs.

The first section deals with gaining political power. If you are interested in
working for a candidate, look at this section for ideas and projects.

The next section covers some of the problems and methods for dealing with people
who have power in our society but did not necessarily gain it through the ballot
box

The third section suggests ways to work with or against various levels of govern-
ment. If you think something should be done about a problem, look through the
materials and suggestions in this section.

The last section is a collection of articles on liberals and conservatives,
corruption, and privacy.

These materials and projects are only a beginning list of what is available to
read or to do. Your instructor or a librarian can help you if you want to design
your own research project or your own problem-solving technique.
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INTRODUCTION AND DIRECTIONS

Directions: Read the article "Young People in Local Politics," the "Introduction,"
and "Questions and Projects." Use the ideas for projects or as suggestions
for possible projects not as a limit of what you can do. Select a research or
involvement project. Go,to work on it. Keep a diary of your experiences and
feelings.

Introduction: Evey government is some kind of system. It may be a democracy
or dictatorship, communism or fascism.

Democracy is the system uded in our country. It can work for all people as well
as it works for those who know how to use it. It can work for you if you are
willing to learn about the system and then take the initiative to make it work.

This section will help you to understand how individuals gain power by being
elected to political office. It will also help you to develop the skills
necessary to. help the candidate of your choice gain political power.

Gaining political power or helping the candidate of your choice gain power seems
like a rather simple process. All you have to do is:" Register to vote, join
a political party and become active, go to the party caucus every two years and
work for issues and candidates you believe in, donate time and money to the
candidates or party of your choice, and then vote on election day.

The materials in this section are organized to aid you in doing one or all of
these steps.

When the campaign is over, use the questions in the section to evaluate your
experiences. You can also use the questions as a guide for writing a narrative
of your. experiences.

Goals and Objectives: $pme of the goals and objectives for this section are
listed below. They are not listed in order of impOrtance. You can rank them
in the order you think they should be in when you have stinished your project.

The student should understand:

Why the pace of change is often slow.

Why the decisions made are not always satisfactory to those that asked for
the change.

The steps necessary to bring about, stop, slow down, or speed up any change
in your community.

How and why organizations operate the way they do.

Why various kinds of people get involved in the decision making process.

Why "people" can make a difference in governmenCal decisions.

Why trying to influence your society can bi both very rewarding and very
frustrating.

7



UNIT III: POLITICAL INVOLVEMENT

Why there aremore than two sides to any question

Why there are many ways to shiit the responsibility for decisions
made.

WhY there are all hinds of dareer possibilities available in government.

Suggested Daily Journal: The journal is for you -- to help you reconstruct,
think, and feel about your iLvolvement experiences. Processing or working
through your perceptions and i,q1ings are how yclE can gain the most from your
experiences and the experiences uf c_hers.

How you write or develop your journal is also up to you. You might want to put
"what happened" on the left-side of the pages with room for your feelings/
reactions In liberal right-hand margins. Or you might want to focus on the following
questions: In this session what did I learn about myself? What about myself did
I share with others? What did I learn about interaction? What did I learn about the
other individuals?

Each day write a paragraph or two reporting on your experiences. The questions
below suggest the kinds of things you can write about, but do not feel that
you must limit your report to these questions if there is something else you would
prefer to write about. You can probably write c one or two questions, and you
can choose the ones that seem to relate to things that happen that day. Briefly

describe the situation and reasons for your feelings.

1. How did your feelings about any person change as a result of this day's
activities? Why?

2. How similar is your impression of yourself to the impression others have
of you? Explain.

3. Were you surprised by any of the things people said about you? Explain.

4. What were some things you wanted to say today and did not say?
5. What did you do today which made you feel proud? Why?

6. What problems did you encounter?
7. What happened that made you feel uncomfortable or unhappy?
8. What criticisms did you receive and how did you respond to them?
9. What compliments were you given and what did they mean to you?

10. What did you do that seemed to be effective or ineffective in your
relationship with others?

11. What did you do in your work that was enjoyable or satisfying?
12. What new task did you learn to perform?
13. How do you think you might need to change to succeed in a preferred

career field?
14. What happened that made you feel y)u would (or would not) like (your choice)

as a lifetime career?
15. Tell about the best thing that happened to you this week; something someone

said or did, something you said or did, a feeling, an insight, a goal
accomplished, etc.

This exercise taken, in part, from Pilot Training Project for Teachers o
Distribution and Marketing, University of Minnesota, Summer 1967
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WORKING FOR A POLITICAL CANDIDATE

Questions and Projects

Directions: Do the questions that are related to your project or use the
projects listed to design your own project. The first 10 questions are for
those who have either worked in a campaign or read a book about a campaign.

1. What did the candidate do that was not listed in the "how to" lists'?
What did he or she not do that was in the "how to" lists? What
effect do you think this had on the election?

2. What did your candidate's opponent do or not do that was in the "how
to" manuals? What effect did this have on the outcome of the election?

3. What kind of an image did the candidate try to project? How? What
image did your opponent try to project of your candidates? How?
What image did the voter have of your candidate?

4. What kind of image did your opponent try to project? How? What kind
of an image did your candidate try to project of your opponent? How?
What image do you think the voters had?

5. How much money did each of the candidates spend in this campaign?
Where did it come from? How did they budget it? Would you have spent
it differently? Why?

6. How much time did the candidates spend on the campaign? How did they
budget their time? Would you have'done it differently?

,. Describe the staff and working conditions during the campaign. What
kinds of decisions were made by the staff?

8. What do you think motivated your candidate and his or her opponent to
put in so much time, effort and money into this election? What do you
think motivated the workers?

9. Once the campaign is over read back through your diary.

What were
What were
What have
What have
and those
Would you
Would you

your feelings during the-Campaign?
the major turning points inthe campaign?
you learned about the process of gaining power?
you learned about the people that run for political power
that work for them?
do it again? Why or why not?
like to be a politician?

10. What reforms would you suggest for the elective process? Why?
What effect would they have? Who do you think would oppose them?
What group would be for them?

11. Assume that you are a campaign manager for the candidate of your choice.
Based on the demographic data available and your goals for the campaign,
what type of a campaign would you run?

9 11



UNIT III: POLITICAL INVOLVEMENT

12. Send to the various political parties for information on why you
should join their party. Compare the material you receive with
the material in the packet from 1968 and 1972. Are the parties

trying to change their image? Use the Author Analysis questions
to analyze the materials.

13. Recent studies indicate that more voters register as independents.'
In 1971, about 20 percent of the electorate refused to join either
party, and in the young voters, 45% refused to join either party.
Why do you think this trend has developed? Do you think that this

trend will continue? If so, what will the effects be on the
political system? If not, which party do you think will gain the

most?

14. Research third party movements in the U.S.A.

15. What did the candidates in the last election do to attract the in-
dependent voters?

16. What did the candidates in the last election do to counteract any
attempts by third parties to gain political power?

17. What is your reaction to the quote: "The public attention span, so fir
as public affairs are concerned on TV is about two minutes and 15

seconds." If you were in charge of publicity for a candidate, how
would you go about getting him or her the "best" exposure in the media?

18. Make a slide-tape presentation of the election you worked in or
studied about.

19. Keep a collection of the materials that were used by the candidates
in your election. Analyze it as to its effects on the outcome of the
vote.

20. Keep a collection of the key local, aational or international events
that took place during the electton. What effect do you think they
had on the outcome of the election? Why?

21. Keep a collection of the media response to the election. Analyze it
as to its effect on the election.

22. Read a book or watch a movie about an election that is on the same
government level as the election you worked in. Compare the two.

23. Find background materials on the types of people that tend to run for
office and/or the kinds of people that tend to work in politics. Inter-
view the candidate you are working for or the people you are working
with or that work behind the scenes in politics. Use some of the
questions in the Student Guide for Career Analysis. Did the people
interviewed fit the "stereotype"?

24. Write or visit the offices of the political parties. Collect their
promotional materials. Compare their statements with those made in
1968 and 1972.
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WORKING FOR A POLITICAL CANDIDATE

25. Research why people join a political party. Develop a poll based
on the findings and poll your classmates to see if the findings are
valid for them. (Ask your instructor or a librarian for resources
to help you in designing the poll.)

26. Take the general census data from 1970 for your community. Make a
hypothesis on the changes in political party preferences since 1970.
Set up a random sample, develop an insteument to measure the change
and then poll your community. Was your hypothesis valid? How do you
explain'what you found? (Ask your instructor or a librarian for some
resources to help you in designing this project.)

27. Write and ask for copies of the state and/or national party budgets.
Where does their money come from? Who determines how it is spent?
What laws regulate the collection and spending of money?

28. Get a recent copy of the platforms of the parties. Compare the pre-
election statements, and post election statements and actions of the
politicians with their platforms.

2 iN Do a study of the third party candidates that are running in this
election. Compare them as to budgets, images, membership, positions

d

on issues, etc.

30. Research election reforms. What reforms became law since the last
election? What were the results of the reform on this election? What
other reforms are proposed at the state or national level? What effect
do you think they would have on the election process? What reforms do
you thiod should become law? Why?

31. Do a research project on money in politics. (Read the articles on money
in politics.) Where does it come from? What effects have recent
campaign financing reforms had? What other reforms do you think are
necessary?

13
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Political Participation Hierarchy
Source: Political Participation
Lester V. Hilbrath, Rand McNally,
Chicago, Ill., 1965, pp. 17-20

About one third of the American adult population can be character-

ised as politically apathetic or passive; they are unaware of the political

part of the world around them. Another 60 percent play largely spectator

roles in the political process; they cheer, they vote, but they do not do

battle. In the purest sense of the word, prnbably onlY 1 or 2 percent

could be called gladiators.

The division* in this chart are reminiscent of the roles played at

a Ronan gladiatorial contest. A small band of gladiators battle fiercely

to please the spectators, who have the power to decide their fate. The

spectators in the stands cheer, transmit messagms of advice and encourage.

ment, and, at given periods, vote to decide who has wen a particular

battle (election). The apathetics do not bother to come to the stadium

Reprinted with permission.

Hierarchyofrolkicellnielvement

Milbrath. INC p. 18

to watch the show.

/Defaming an amim nwmber in a political patty

. Contributing time in a political campaign

Holding public and potty elks

Bang a candidate for offim

Solifiting political funds

Attending a caucus or a strategy meeting

Attending a political meeting or rally

Milking a MOINPIllry contribution to a patty or candidate

Contacting publis official or a political loader

Wearing a button or putting a sticker on the am

Attempting to talli anothei into voting a certain way

Initiating a political diseussion

Exposing oneself to political stimuli

CiladiatorM
Activities

Transitional
Activities

Spectator
Activities

12
Apothegm
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AUTHOR QUESTIONS

When reading any source, the accuracy of the material can be assessed by
answering questions:

1. What are the writer's qualifications?

A. What is his occupation? Political affiliation?
B. Did he have a personal stake in the problem about which

he is writing?

2. What are his sources of information?

A. Are they primary or secondary?
B. Are they written by authorities in the field?
C. Do the sources used represent more than one side of

the question?

3. How does the author use his information?

A. How recent is the information? Date published? (Check backside of
title page) ,

B. Does he include an adequate sample of data to form conclusions?
C. Have important views been omitted?
D. Are sources listed? Are footnotes used?

4. In what tone of language does he write?

A. Does he appeal to reason or to emotion?
B. Does he use mostly fact or opinion?
C. Does he fail to mention important points of view? (see the introduction.)
D. How many emotional words does he use?

5. ihat is the purpose for writing?

A. Is he writing to convince or to inform?
B. Is the source published chiefly to Bell or to inform?
C. Does he admit his prejudices?

6. To what extent does the author reflect the values of his times and
his culture?

h. When was the information published?
B. What were the general outlooks of that society at that time?
C. To what extent does his writing reflect A and B above?
D. To what extent does he write in terms of his cultural values?

SOURCE: Nadine Clark, A GUIDE TO EFFECTIVE THINKING, pp. 20-21
Revised and adapted by M. M. Welter, Ph.D.

15
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Voter Registration

If you are over 18 years old and have not registered to vote, you can do so
by mail. Go to the service window in the Social Studies Resource Center
and pick up a Voter Registration Form. (See sample below.)

VOTER REGISTRATION CARDfa Read instructions before completing Please type or print In inkCount,

P.i Telephone numbe, First Middle61(

5 Previous name (if changed) S. D. No.
CD OFFICE USE ONLYur
cc Lest Provkluil
g address (if any)

No.Street or Routeoar
P.0
Dlo
,..i city, Village or Township County aWm
ica Address of lot previous
...- registration Of any)o street or Route No.

Apt. mo. City, Village or Township cou nty State zip
S E SURE TO CHECK INSTRUCTIONS TO DETERMINE WHETHER YOU ARE QUALIFIED TO REGISTER
i certify that I will be at least III years old on election day and that the above facts are correct. I understand that gMng tales
Information to procure a registration is a felony pwilshabte by not mom than five years imprisonment and a tine ot not more
than $5,000.00 or both.

X
DO NOT TEAR OFF

iNSTRUCTIONS FOR VOTER REGISTRATION

Eligible voter means a person who at the time of any election:

141 is 18 years of age or older,
1171111 of the United States and

restoreu "trmesote for 20 days.
(b) Any person who 4 us....
(c) Any person who is adjudicated to In
(d) Any person who is not properly registered.

4,ft has not been

GIVING FALSE INFORMATION TO PROCURE A REGISTRATION OR ATTEMr .

TO REGISTER WHEN NOT QUALIFIED ARE FELONIES PUNISHABLE BY NOT MORE
THAN 5 YEARS IMPRISONMENT OR A FINE OF NOT MORE THAN 85,000 OR BOTH.

Name

Mow

(OVER FOR REMAINDER OF INSTRUCTIONS)

SIGN THIS CARD DO NOT COMPLETE
Th Information will be typed by voter registration office

First

Apt. No. Doty. 04911 or Township State Zip

B E SURE TO CHICK INSTRUCTIONS TO DETERMINE WHITHER YOU ARE QUALIFIED TO REGISTER.

DATE

k

1110,14f0i1
For idenmeitior only
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WHAT IS A PRECINCT CAUCUS?

The precinct is the smallest geographic political unit. The caucus

is the first step on the political ladder. It is the only occasion when

all people of the same political party have ihe opportunity to express
themselves in a meaningful way on party issues, candidates, party officers
and delegates.

WHO IS ELIGIBLE TO ATTEND?

Any resident of the precinct who will be 18 by the next state
general election, has supported the party's candidates in the past, or
who intends to in the next election, and is in general agreement with
the principles of the party.

WIEN IS THE PRECINCT CAUCUS HELD?

Precinct caucuses are held the fourth Tuesday of February in every
even numbered year. Thus they are held early in the same year as state
wide and national elections.

WHERE IS THE PRECINCT CAUCUS HELD?

The precinct caucus announcements list the time and place of the
caucus and are published in the local newspapers two weeks before the
caucus. In addition to the notice of the caucus, another notice must be
posted for six days before the caucus at the caucus location. Caucuses
are usually held at the polling place for the precinct, in schools or
community centers. Several caucuses may be held in the same building -
be sure you are at the right onel

WHY PRECINCT CAUCUSES?

The precinct caucuses are the basis for the two party system.-
The caucus insures that the two parties are open to all people, and
exclude no people or groups. Citizens can make their voice heard on
any issue of any size, and discuss and comment on ,candidates for all
offices. Decisions concerning party officers, candidates and platforms
start at the precinct level.

WHAT IS DONE AT A PRECINCT CAUCUS?

The people in each precinct elect delegates to represent them at
the party conventions. The resolutions are adopted reflecting the will
of the people present, party officers for the precinct are elected, and
candidates for all offices may be endorsed or supported. Any eligible
person attending a caucus amy be elected a delegate, alternate or party
officer. Any person may also present a resolution.

Prepared and distributed by Urban Concerns Workshops, Inc.
1925 Nicollet Ate,, 2068. Minneeloolie, Minn. 55403 Phone 335-8705
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MINNESOTA ELECTION LAWS*PERTAINING TO PRECINCT CAUCUSES

202.22 Precinct caucus

Subdivision 1. Time and manner of holdino. On the fourth Tuesday in February
in every election year there shall be held for every election precinct a party
caucus in the manner provided by law.
Subd. 3. Notice. The county or legislative district chairman shall give two

weeks' published notice and at least six days' posted notice at the regular
polling place of the holding of the precinct caucus, stating the place, date,
and time for holding the caucus.

202.23 Time and place of caucus

Subdivision 1. The hour for convening all caucuses throughout a county shall be
uniform. No caucus shall b. convened before 2:00 p.m. nor later than 9:00 p.m.,
and the caucuses shall remain own for at least one hour.
Subd. 2. The precinct caucuses shall be held at the regular polling places for

each precinct or other suitable places designated in the call and no caucus may
be adjourned to any other place or time.

202.24 Caucus, who mav_particioate and vote

Subdivision 1. Only those persons who are qualified to vote for candidates for
federal office in the precinct as defined by Minnesota election law, or who will
be qualified to so vote at the time of the next general election, may vote or be
elected a delegate or officor at the precinct caucus.

Subd. 2. Only those persons who are in agreement with the prinCiples of the
party as stated in the party's constitution, and who either voted or affiliated
with the party at the last general election or intend to vote or affiliate with
the party at the next general election, may vote at the precinct caucus.

Subd. 3. In case the right of a person to participate at the caucus is chal-
lenged, the question of his right to participate shall'be decided by a vote of
00 whole caucus. A person so challenged may not vote on the question of his
right to participate.

Subd. 4. No person may vote or participate at more than one party's caucuses

in any one year. _

202.25 Caucus. business
Each precinct caucus shall elect a chairman and such other officers as may be

provided by party rules, and the proper number of delegates to congressional dis-
trict, county, or legislative district conventions as determined by the party's
call. The caucus may also discuss party policies, candidates, and any other
business as prescribed by party rules.

202 26 Caucus, chairman, nominations

Subdivision 1. The convener shall be the temporary chairman of the caucus.

Subd. 2. Nominations for the election of officers and delegates shall remain
open for at least the first half hour of the caucus.

Subd. 3. All voting shall be by secret ballot.

Subd. 4. Upon completion of the counting of votes the chairman shall announce
the names of persons who are elected, and he shall certify the names to the chair-
man of the county or legislative district executive committee and to the chairman
of the state central committee.

202.27 Caucus, conduct

All questions concerning the manner in which a caucus is,conducted or called

that are not covered by statute shall be determined by Robert's Rules of Order .

(revised) unless otherwise specified by party rules.

18
16
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1IAMENTARY PROCEDURE AT A GLANCE

do this: (1) You say this:

Ajourn meeting

ecess the meeting

omplain about noise,

emperature, etc.

uspend further con-

ideration of something

nd debate

ostpone consideration

of

omething

ave something

tudied

urther

nend

3tion

atroduce business

a primary motion

"I move that

we adjourn."

"I move that we

recess until..."

"Point of

Privilege."

"I move we

table it."

"I move the pre-

vious question."

"I move we post-

pone this matter

until. .

"I move we refer

this matter to

a committee."

"I move that this

motion be amended

by..."

"I move that..."

May you

interrupt

speaker?

Must you

be

seconded

Is the

motion

debatable?

Is the

motion

amendable?

What vote

is

required?

Majority
No Yes No No Vote

Majority
No Yes Yes Vote

No (3)

Yes No No(2) No Vote

Majority
No Yes No No Vote

Two-thirds
No Yes No No Vote

Majority
No Yes Yes Yes Vote

Majority
No Yes Yes Yes Vote

Majority
No Yes Yes Yes Vote

Majority
No Yes Yes Yes Vote

The motions or points

order of precedence.;

you may not introdude

but you may introduce

above are listed in established

When any one of them is pending,

another that is listed below it,

another that is listed above it.

2. In this case, any resulting motion

is debatable.

3. Chair decides

20



i this: (1) You say this:

May you

interrupt

speaker?

lect to procedures or

a personal affront

luest Information

. for a vote by actual

at to verify a voice

ect to considering

e undiplomatic or

roper matter.

e up a matter

viously tabled

onsider something

eady disposed

eider something out

its scheduled order.

a on ruling by

chair

"Point of Order" Yes

"Point of infor- Yes, if

mation." urgent

"I call for a

decision of the

house" No (2)

"I object to con-

sideration of this

question." Yes

"I move we take

from the table.." No

"I move we now

(or later) re-

consider our action

relative to..." Yes

"I move we suspend

the rules and

consider."

"I appeal the

chair's

decision.

No

Yes

Must you Is the Is this What vote
be motion motion is

seconded? debatable? amendable? required?

No Vote
No No Chair decides

No No No No Vote

No vote unless

someone
No No No objects

Two-thirds

No No No Vote

Majority
Yes No No Vote

Yes, if

original

motion is Majority
Yes debatable No Vote

Two-thirds
Yes No No Vote

Majority
Yeo Yes Yes Vote

The motions, points, and proposals listed above have no

established order of precedence. Any of them may be

induced at any time - except when the meeting is

considering one of the top three matters on the other

side.

2. But divisions must be called for la
before another motion is started.

3. Then majority vote is required.
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CANDIDATE TALLY CHART

Directions: Write the sub-totals for each candidate that were yielded by your
responses to each section of the "Checlaist," in the appropriate spaces below.

Personal
Qualities

Demographic
Characteristics 'Issues Total

Candidate
Nega- posi-
tive tive

Nega- Post-
tive tive

Nega- Posi-
tive- tive

Newt,- Posi -

tive tive

Democrat

RepUblican

,

Independent

Answer these questions about your responses to the "Presiaential Candidate
Checklist" and the "Candidate Tally Chart."

1. What qualities of the candidates do iou value most?

2. Why do you value these qualities?

3. Which of the current candidates possesses more of the qualities
which you value? Explain.

. ,
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Volunteer Workers: The Personal Appeal

The purpose of a political campaign is to address a persuasive request

to every registered voter to support your candidate at the polls. To get the

attention of every voter, though, is often times both difficult and expensive.

Some voters cannot be reached by either the media or other more traditional

campaigning methods such as coffee parties or local debates or rallies. The

voters who are committed to either party or a candidate tend to be reached

by these methods. The uncommitted voter, who often determines the outcome of

an election, is not always reached by these more mass methods of campaigning.

A way to reach many of these voters is to make a personal contact with them

to ask them to vote for your candidate.

A way to reach many of these voters is to make a personal ccmtact with

them and ask them to 'rote a certain way... The personal appeal is a good poli-

tical technique because if the person called upon is

to a candidate a plea for his or her vote may be the

making a choice beiWeen candidates on Election Day,

The candidate cannct knock on every door and personally ask the voter

not strongly committed

compelling reasbn for

to

vote for him or her. The next best thing is to have someonelknock on doors on

behalf of the candidate. This is one job that volunteer workers can do in

their own local area to influence the uncommitted voter to.vote for the candi-

date and to insure that those already committed to him or her will also get

out and vote on electicm day.

Volunteer workers usually work under the direction of a coordinator. It

is important to follow the directions given as to time, place and method of

the personal contacts. If for any reason you cannot followthrough with your

door to door campaign, it is very important that you personally contact the

coordinator and let him or her know. Don't fake it!
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When calling, either by phone or door to door, the following suggestions

are to be kept in mind:

1. Always identify yourself. If the candidate provides an identi-

fication tag, wear it.

2. Speak clearly, slowly and in a friendly, positive manner.

3. Never argue. It is not your job to win arguments but to make

.ai personal appeal for votes.

4 . Don't mention or run down the opposition candidate or party.

5. Dress appropriately.

6. If you are Using the phone have a script and follow it. If

the candidate doesn't provide you with one, ask for some

suggestions and then write your own.

7. If you are calling door to door practice what you are going to

say on some friends and neighbors until you are comfortable

doing it.

A smqple,.solicitation might be: "Good Horning, I'm Jan Anderson.

I live at 3632 Blaine Ave. North. I'm a volunteer out working for

State Representative Bob Smith. I'm going to vote for him and I

hope you .111-too. Here is a pamphlet about/4r. Smith. I hope

you'll'read it and share it with the other meMbers of your family.

Thank you.n

8. Be honett. "I don't know," is an honest answer to a question that

you don't know the answer to.

9. Don't oversell. A brief, friendly perscoal appeal will leave more

good feelings than a long political discussion.

10. Carrramotebook and pencil. Jot down names and addresses of potential

vorkers,' luestions, suggestions for the candidate, etc.

Working as volunteer caller is very threatening at first. It can also

be very rewarding because you are personally involved in and influencing the

outcome of the election. 25
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Young People In Local Politica

Local elections also require the candidates to plan and run a campaign.

He or she has to attract voters by speaking to civic groups and coffee parties,

sending out press releases, putting up signs, calling door to door, researching

issues, etc. Only they do it with a much smaller budget and an all volunteer

staff.

The following suggestions are based on experiences other young people

have had in working with local politicians. Show them to the candidate you

volunteer to work for and get his or her response to them. It might influence

your decision.

1. Meet with the young people that think they want to work in your
campaign. Exchange ideas with them. Explain what you would like
to do and why and then 1ie',1n to their ideas for your campaign.

P3P.4 your campaign and incorporate as many of their ideas as you
honestly can.

3. Mast again wlth all your workers and explain your plan. Assign,
specific jobs to thote who want to help. Have specific dates
that they are to be completed by. If possible, have a short
follow-up report turned in on a 3x5 card.

4. Don't underestimate the ability or the enthmsiasm of young people.
They can work together to:

Make phone calls.
Plan and make literature drops.
Get permission to put up signs.
Put up and take dawn signs.
Organize and take opinion polls.
Help get out the voters.
Vote, if over 18 years of age.

5. Have meetings to check on the progress of the campaign and to
exchange ideas.

6. Invite them to your victory party.

26
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Money in Politics

Presidential Campaigr Spending
Has Risen S),:ii-ply Since 1952

TABLE 1

Millinns

3 .1 Repuhlic'ns

2

15

10

rj' Democrats

1952
1956

1960

SOURCE: VITAL ISSUES
Volume XXI, No. 2

Rising Spending for Nominations and Elections
By Candidates and Parties in the United States

TABLE 2

Estimated Total S endin

Millions Milli

1964

300

1968* 250

200

150

1?0 210 /9c 35e:

Spending Per Vote Cast
*George WallaCe's Campaign Spent an
additional $9 Million or 9c per vote

51C

Presidential Campaign
REPUBLICANS

100

50

TABLE 1

1

1952 1956 1960 1964 1968
ons

_I

Millio

:4:

) '.

$4-:l0$2.24 $2.50 4 $.2.57 i2 .83

pen ing per Vote.Cast

Spending Has Risen Sharply
DEMOCRATS

.;

Sinw:19,52y
SPENDING'PER VOTE CAST

1952 $6.6 Million $5.0 Million .190

1956 $7.8 Million $5.1 Million 210

1960 $10.1 Million $9.8 Million 290

1964 $16.0 Million $8.8 Million . 350

1968* $25.4 Million $11.6 Million -

*Georse Wallace's campaign spent an additional $9 million or 9 cents per vote

TABLE 2

Rising Spending For Nominations and Elections dy Candidates
And Parties in the United States
ESTIMATEDTOTAL SPENDING SPENDING PER VOTE CAST

1952 $140 Million $2.24

1956 $155 Million $2.50

1960 $170 Million $2.57

1964 $200 Million $2.83

1968 $300 Million $4.10
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OTHER SOURCES

For further information, contact:

Your municipal clerk, City Hall.
Secretary of State, State Office Building, St. Paul, MN 55101, (612) 221-2805.
Minnesota Civil Liberties Union, 2323 East Hennepin Ave., Minneapolis, MN 55413,

(612) 331-2773.

Minnesota Youth Citizenship Fund, Inc., P.O. Box 15058 Commerce Station,
Minneapolis, MN 55415, (612) 331-7222.

Minnesota League of Women Voters, 555 Wabasha Street, St. Paul, MN 55102,
(612) 224-5445.

Minnesota Democratic-Farmer-Labor Party, 730 E. 38th St., Minneapolis, MN 55407
(612) 827-5421.

Minnesota Republican Party, 4940 Viking Drive, Minneapolis, MN 55435,
(612) 920-5750.

Socialist Worker's Party, 1 University Ave,, N.E., Minneapolis, MN 55413.
Minnesota T Party, 2601 Fremont Ave. N., Minneapolis, MN 55411.
Common' Cause, 2100 M Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20037.
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Washington, DC 20233.
The Student Vote, 43 Ivy Street, S.E., Washington, DC 20003.
Youth Citizenship Fund, Inc., 2317 M Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20037.
League of Women Voters of the United States, 1730 M. Street N.W., Washington
DC 20036.

Democratic National Committee, 2600 Virginia Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC 20037.
Republican National Committee, 310 First Street, S.E., Washington, DC 20003.

Further Reading

The WashingtOn Piiyl-Off, Robert N. Winter-berger, Dell Publishing: New York, 1972,
pp. 317-319. This section concerns political reform.

Haw To Wage a Successful Cam ai for the Presidency, Pat Paulson Nash Publishing
Company, Los Angeles, California,.1972. Read the sections entitled "Answers
for All Occasions" and "Packaging Your Image."

The New How To Win-an Election, Stephen C. Shadegg, Taplinger Publishing Company,
New York, 1972, pp: 20-24, 181-184. "The Uncommitted Voter" and "Election Time-
tables" are discussed in these portions.

"Points of Accord, Discord in Rival Platforms," Minneapolis Star, August 23, 1972.
This news story makes a step-by-step comparison of Republican and Democratic plat-
forms in the 1972 election.

Getting with Politics, Roy Hoopes, Dell Publishing Company, 1968, pp. 88-109. This
section, "Picking Your Party," discusses Democratic and Republican philosophies.
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GOVERNMENTS, BUREAUCRACY AND PEOPLE

INTRODUCTION AND DIRECTIONS

Directions: Read the Introduction, the instructions for the Suggested Daily
Journal, the Questions and Projects and the article "A Sense of Sme11." Then
design a research or involvement project dealing with a government agency.
Keep a journal of your experiences and feelings. Refer to the other.materials
in the section as needed.

Introduction: Each of us lives under the authority of and shares :he tost.of
several units of local government which are overlapped by a variety of regional
governments and a school district. We also live under the authority of a taxing
power of one state government and one federal government.

Governments set up agencies and departments to carry out their yarious,duties and
services. The charts and other materials in this section are examples_of lipw some
of these agencies and departments are organized. If you are going to try to solve
a problem in your community, it is sometimes important to undetstand_these "power
maps" of government agencies. Other large organizations'in our, aociety_also tend
to be strUctured in this manner.

People that run these agencies and departments are called bureaucrats and the
organizations are called the "the bureaucracy."

The charts and graphs in this section are rather meaningless until you start
adding people and services to them. Then you begin to get an idea of ,the vast-
ness and complexity of the government in our society. There are 50 state govern-
ments and 80,000 units of local governments (counties and smaller.). These 80,000
units are governed by ovet 500,000 elected offibra4s, spend $450 billi9n per
year and hire 30,000 separate law enforcement agencies to carry Out the laws they
pass.

Governments tax us and spend the money tosprovide all kinds of aeryices. To do this
governments employ over 18 million people. It is estimated that, including the
military, one in every six American workers work for the g9vernment,at. some level.

A government work force this large also means that there are a wide varfety of career
opportunities available. On the federal level alone there are over 500 professional
job classffications and hundreds of non-piofessional ones. Since onlY,ten percent
of the two and one half million federal employees work in Washington', D.C.,there
are also hundreds of civilian work locations in the U.S.

NOTE: A further reading for this section is "The OBM: The Other President,"
found in the Minneapolis Tribune for March 10, 1974.
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Goals and Objectives

Some of the goals and objectives for this section are listed below.They are not listed in order of importanme. You can rank them inthe order you think they should be in when you have finished yourproject.

The student should understand:

Why the pace of change is often slow.

Why-the' decisions made are not always satisfactory to those
'that asked for the change.

The steps necessary to bring About, stop, slow down or speedup any change in your community.

How and why organizations operate the way they do.

Why various kinds of people get involved in the decision
making process.

Why "people" can make a difference in governmental decisions.

That trying to influence your society can be both very rewardingand very frustratthg.

That there are more than two sides to any question.

That there are many wws to avoid making a decision.

That there are many ways to shift the responsibility for decisionsmade.

That.there are all kinds of career possibilities available ingovernment.

32
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Personal tesearch

I live in the nit..., of

iE composed or

wards or districts, inj

'ne city ecnIncil

members in all, of whom rre elected by

the city at larre. Terms of office are

for years. Prirlary elections t'or council mcnners take place

member is

ffilloiled by city electio:Is on . council

mayor is

The city manager in The police chief is

My renresentative on the rounty governing body

is de/she is appointed elected

every. years. There are members in this group. They meet

Their meetinps are open closed to the public.everv

My representative on the Metro Council is

There are in this governing grnup. Members to this group are

elected appointed everF years. They meet every

Their meetings are open closed to the public, The chairman of this

council is de/she is elected appointed

every years.

My incumbent representatives in Of,. Paul and Washington, D.C. are:

Political .Committees
Name Address Party Appointed To

Stnte Rep.

3tate .iervitor

M.G Senators
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POILIEW( 111)

11

The chance of me living a full life is being threatened.
It's being threatened by things my parents and grandparents
never thought could happen. But, our experience shows
that we still can make some changes."

The St. Paul Open School started in the fall of 1971. Part
of the St. Paul Public School System, the school has an en-
rollment of 500 students: K-12, and 800 people on the waiting
list. The main advantages of the school are: the free and
open curriculum, no grading pressures, and an informal social
environment. The school is housed in an old factory building,
situated in a "heavy industrial" area. Our location, on Uni-
versity Avenue, is most often refered to as the "armpit of
St. Paul".

As I made out my first schedule, I spied the class Ecology,
taught by Joe Nathan. I thought that being the ecologically
minded person I am, I should check it out. A group of 20 or
so people showed up the first day. We split into groups, each
to work on their own projects. My group was made up of Don
Brown, then an '8th grader', Larry Buck, a '10th grader',
Katy Kelly, a 'senior', myself - Ross Huelster, a '9th grader',
and Joe. Other groups started up projects such as neighbor-
hood cleanups, school litter patrol, and a recycling center
in back of the school. Our group didn't want to do a didly
little project; we wanted to do something different. What todo? Katy brought up how she had ridden her bicycle through
the area during August and had noticed the "stinky stench"
that permeated the area. First, you must understand what kindof area we're in. Most of the area is zoned "heavy industrial".Right across the street, a few blocks are zoned residential.
Here there are about three nursing homes,and a mess of run-down
houses. This area and our school are surrounded by

: railroad
tracks, drive in's, block long car dealers, insurance buildings,
resturants, packing plants, Interstate 94, and a variety of
other factories and buildings.

Anyw3" .e traced the "obnoxious odors" to three companies:
Speas Vineger Plant - directly behing the school;
Bartusch Meat Packing Plant - 2/5's of a mile away;
Hoerner Waldorf Paper Company -1/2 mile from school.

We all agreed that Waldorf smelled the worst. A sort"bf burnt
sausage pancake breakfast smell. Also, their stacks let out
great billows of steam, especially during the cold winter months.We decided to 'attack' these three coMpanies on behalf of the
school and neighborhood residents for the benefit of the area.



A#er agreeink on our project, we decided to ask for tours of the
codpanies we were trying to clean up. Larry called Hoerner Waldorf
an&talked with a public relations secretary. Larry told her who
we were, where we were from, but not what we planned to do. She
must have been scared by the word 'ecology'. She explained the
merits of their company and said the company was preparing a slide
film about their paper recycling. She asked us to call back in
thirty days. We figured that they would show us only what they
wanted us to see: their gpod points, like paper recycling, but not
their bad ones, like the stench from their pulp-making process.
In thirty days, Larry called hack.
"Still not ready, sir." was the response.
We weren't even sure that an actual slide show was being put together.
Another month of waiting. Another negative answer. But at least we
didn't give up. Waldorf couldn't-turn us off with a "sorry sir"
secretary. .

By the end of sixty days and still no slide show, we knew that our
hopes of getting a tour were futile. By this time we had a lawyer,
John Herman, who was a staff member of the Minnesota Public Interest
Research Group (MPIRG).

3 6
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MFG is an -r-arization thlt givPs free legal advice to groups such
al ours. The. rr-u? was fcrrn; 17, col1e:7e Students after Ralph Nader
spol,a cn th7 -ni-fersity carnus. :-,tuderts from eighteen colleges
ceme togeth-- tr raise .sup=ert for the iea. Funding for MPIRG comes
from student fens at each nf the collereS. _A student contrclled
board of dirPothrs decides the general areas of work for MPIPG: such
as anti-pollution, voter rights, and consumer protection.

We met with '717.-:'7, directcr, who to1.1 us about the projects they
had ileen in'rel-re-: with, pat and present. He suggested that we begin
by studying thn anti-smell pcliution laws of Minnesota and the other
41 stateI. nad idees about what the law was And the ways
they cculd he i=re7ed, we rhould come haek.

We wrnt to thn 7.--?irorormtal Library that is located in the basement
of: the Southet '!Lnneenoli- Public Library. 1222,4th St. SE. When
wn explaine-i 111r".. ezren-. tc open u.-± i'ust for us ore
afternoon. :It the4- ar f :71-1 Ilibrary wes opeh only in
the eveninr.

w:re 4....-o-rc.rtal Law Re=7:ters."
f---1 ":nrf,=-t- 1-1-4 -tardards fcr c-ell

cr
--u took one par' 7zolluteda4.r.and f^.:- alr. tthrinactainer.

i= rcsi-anntial arcas. vc"a
--1- !---11.--%

cnIv 1A,w
-41- L'

:

t7,-k f:7-d'r;:n7 t- qed -4ith what
wm h=d fou..71. 7;77^-t77,--. V," F-r 4-.sntion
piar4 tv t"-.c 7-av hPlned u wr-:te

.

official ccrtsl,'rts --- 7 - the of this booklet;
We've also erolrs-,:d ^.77:4es th^ laN.s on emell pollution.

7 an-4
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we testify
We didn't seem to be getting anywhere! No response from.Hoerner

Waldorf, no response from the city Pollution Control Agency. Our

lawyer at MPIRG suggested that we testify at the upcoming PCA

hearings. Federal law requires each state's PCA to hold hearings

on that state's program for implementation of the Federal plans along

with any amendments the state may have added to the Federal Standards.

We decided to attend the hearings and urge stronger anti-odor laws.
We realized that the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency did not have
jurisdiction, but hoped we could get some help anyway. We based

our testimony on two points:

1. As Minnesota's law stands, anti-ordor standards for
buildings in industrial areas are more lenient than those for
buildings in other areas. If the odors wre oonfined to ind-
dustrial zones, a case could be made for this provision.

However, people in surrounding residential areas, nursing
homes, parks and the St. Paul Open School has to breathe
the foul-smelling air from plants located in industrial
zones.

2! Although Minnesota's anti-odor pollution law has just
been strengthened, we felt that there was roam for improve-
ment. We.urged the adoption of a law similar to Connecticut's,
forbidding anyone from polluting beyond his/her awn property line.

We also informed the Pollution Control Agency cf our plan to take a
petition around in the Open School and in neighboring residential and
business areas protesting the odors from several near-by businesses.

In retrospect, this sounds simple. At the time, however, the whole
ideas of testifying was pretty frightening. We weren't experts -just
.kids ( though our lawyer, John, said later we probably knew more about
anti-odor laws that most of the PCA members). And what about ques-
tions .... what if we couldn't answer them John said to answer hon-
estly and offer to do research if more neeued to be done.

It really went OK. Some students from another school who were watch-
ing came up to talk with us, and so did a reporter for the St. Paul
newspapers, Bob Goligowski. He was impressed with what we said and
promised to write a story. Testifying didn't produce direct city
PCA action, but at least same things were happening. We were still

hopeful.
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COLLECTING
SIGNATURES

Several months had gone by since we'd first asked the city Pollution
Control Agency to check the emissions of the three companies. We'd
testified at a state hearing, but gotten the following response from
the local PCA: "sorry, out we just don't have the time and manpower
to investigate all the complaints." The lawyer at MPIRG, who we were
working with, suggested petitioning the neighborhood. He also helped
us write it. The petition was short, legal, and right to the point.
We hoped everyone in the neighbarhoodwould sign it. The day before
we were going out, an article appeared in the newspaper about our
efforts. We thought that would help!

Four of us went out in the community. Katy.took the north side of
University Avenue and I took the south. Ross and Don took a resident-
ial area with a nursing hcme in it. I really thought it would be easy:
just tell them who I was, what the petition was for, and they'd sign
it. Well, everything but signing it worked out for me. People said
things like:

"We read the article in the newspaper and thought it was
great, but um sell coffee to Hoerner Waldorf and it would
be bad business to sign a complaint agoinst them."

- coffee wholesaler
"I've worked here for fifteen years and never smelled
anything. Maybe I'm used to it."

- saw wholesaler
"Get out!"

- a bar
"Oh it really stinks around here! I smell it almost
every day. Sure I'll sign."

- a secretary
"I can't sign anything because this is a political office
and it's against the law."

teamster office
"That's great! But I can't sign it because I work for
them and it would be bad practice. Do you know atout the
Tem Sawyer neat Packing Plant? It's right by Hoerner
Waldorf and it really stinks too."

- employee of

Pollution Curbs, Inc.
"I would sign it, but I'd rather get my boss to sign
it so I wan't get hassled."

- secretary

The major thing I discovered was that at least 40% of the comnanies
along the south side of University Avenue do business with !oerner
Waldorf and that the business people felt they cculdn't sign t:-,e

petition even though they thought it stunk.
Wbat do you say when someone says "I'd like to sign it but I better
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not because we'll lose business"? I could see their point, but

it made me feel helpless. I stood there knowing they were for
us, but couldn't help it was a weird feeling1--1

Actually, with the help of several people.in the
neighborhood, we were able to collect almost 200 neighborhood'
signatures. Of course, we also had people in the salool sign
so we ended up with around 500 names.

,

-4.1...11%56:,' Ade 44%
Nh.:..:E;,e:14*. N" '41+.

We had two different petitions. One wag for "students, staff and volunteers
of the Saint Paul Open School." The other was for "residents of the Midway area
in St. Paul." The petition read as follows:

We are (students, staff members and volunteers of the Saint Paul Open School
or residents of the Midway area in St. Paul) who find the odor discharged from Speas
Vinegar Factory at 582 Prior Ave. N., Bartusch Meat Packing Plant at 567 Cleveland
Ave. and Hoerner Waldorf at 2250 Wabash Ave. objectionable to us and the nursing
homes, schools, parks and residents in this area.

We believe they are in violation of APC 9 as stated in the Minnesota
Pollution Control Regulations and urge the St. Paul Pollution Control Agency to
investigate our complaint.

If MPCA doesn't have the manpower or money to carry out this testing, we
believe that the specified companies should be allowed to carry out their own
testing program as stated in the APC 3.

We ask the St. Paul Pollution Control Agency and the Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency to respond to our complaints, telling us:

1. When they plan to make an investigation in result of our complaints.
2. To notify us of the results of such an investigation.

4 0
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ST. PAUL OPEN SCHOOL
1115 University AvINWO

S. Pail, Minnesota 55104

THESAINTPAULPUBLICSCHOOLS
Indow Indem Scheel District Ple. 112S

Seint Peel, Minneente

December 10, 1971

St. Paul Utilities Department
Air Pollution Division
100 E. 10th Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Dear Mr. Roberts:

Phone: 612-6474186

I would like to register a complaint against
Hoerner-Waldorf, located at 2250 Wabash. It is
my belief that this plant in violating APC-9 in
its omission of objectionable odors.

There are nursing homes, residential neighborhoods,
parks and schools near this plant and the odor is
a source of discomfort to anyone who hasn't spend a
substantial portion of his day, near Hoerner-Waldorf.

The air sample should be taken at night as that is
when the smell is worst.

Please keep me informed as to what you are doing and
the results of the test. I can b notified through
the St. Paul Open School.

'Sincerely,

Katy Kelley

KK:jk

Ed Wick
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thinking it throat!'

It's really hard to write my feelings over what we did. I can remember
meeting in the Open School's basement. We talked about what we wanted
to do. I must admit that I was a bit skeptical at first. "Hey man,

let's shut-down Hoerner Waldorf!" Ya right-sure. Us against big business
U S.A. You bet. But I figured that I would only defeat myself and the
project by being a pessimist.

Rule 1: Attack your project with a positive attitude. You can do

almost anything with the right state of mind. At times I thought

our efforts were futile. We weren't getting anywhere. We couldn't
even deal with a P.R. secretary.
Rule 2: Don't expect immediate enforcement of laws. Often agencies
Wrhi've the responsibility to enforce laws don't have the number of
staff members to check all possible violations. Sometimes agencies
may not want to enforce laws because deals have been made. Even

when companies are found to be in violation of the laws, the companies
may need time to come into compliance. New equipment can't be
installed in a day (and studies may have to be made to determine
what type of equipment is needed).
Rule I Get organized first. It's best to have a plan of attack

Einre you invade. The pollution control agency turned down our
first complaint becase, among other things, "it wasn't in the right
form." You should obtain legal help from your local "store-front
lawyers." Research pollution laws in your and other states. Get

local support and set up a meeting with your newspaper's environ-
mental reporter.
Rule 4: Keep plugging at it. Don't let yourself be scared or bored
(77.--sure you need experience. Hopefully this booklet will tell

you what it's like and give you some ideas. Remember, we're no

different than you; if we can do it, you can too!

AlOWE.
When we were going after Hoerner Waldorf, Speas and Bartusch I thought it

would be fun to nail a big company. I still d.! But it's really not that

hard. It took a couple of months to get moving, but that was mainly be-

cause we didn't know the process. Some of it was waiting for replies to

letters. Just inexperience can slow you down. .

We really only put in a hard week"s work. Filing the complaint, researching,

testifying at the state PCA hearings, talking with John Herman of MPIRG,

reading about other attempts to reduce pollution, writing letteri, getting

signatures on petitions and taking the tour of Hoerner Waldorf didn't take

much time. If we had known what to do in the beginning, inspections probably

would have been made in less than a month.

Somehow I never took it seriously. Maybe I should have,. But we were able to

do things not too many students get to try. More should try it!
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PP" postscr i pt
Hoerner Waldorf was supposed to have the anti-smell equipment
in by Labor Day, 1972, (with an extension or two). It was not.
They asked for a thirty day extension and, of course, got it.
The other two companies had their equipment installed by the
e?tablished deadline.

By early October, Hoerner Waldorf had the equipment in place.
Most of us could hardly believe it after all the extensions
they had been given.

We asked if it would be possible to see the equipment that "was
supposed to stop the smell". This time we called, they said
they would be "more than delighted" to show it to us. I think
we were getting pretty well known at Hoerner Waldorf.

When we arrived, an engineer gave us a blackboard demonstration
on how the equipment "should work". Then they showed the equip-
ment to us. After giving us an overall tour of the place, our
guide gave each of us a tie clasp. You guessed it, it had the
Hoerner Waldorf emblem on it!

However, we decided unanimously that the equipment was not doing
its job. The Hoerner Waldorf people said they needed a little
time to get the bugs'worked out. l* thought it only fair to'
give them a few months to get it working.

Time passed and it still smelled. We called the P.C.A. and
said it still smelled. After beating around the bush for a bit,
the P.C.A. said Hoerner Waldorf had been given a year'sexten-
sion. The reason for the extension was that the new equipment
that the consulting firm's engineers said would,work, did not.
Our lawyer thought the extension was fair.

"A year!" What the is going on? There is not a whole lot
we can do now, but wait. But it goes to show that highly trained
engineers can make mistakes. Unfortunately at our nose's ex-
penses.

We still continue to watch and smell, hoping one day we will
wake up and it will all be gone. We were able to get at least
some of the smell eliminated.

In addition to the 3mell, our work had other effects. Several
months after the newspaper article, a woman walked into the
school. She talked with one of the community resource spec-
ialists at the school and asked " Will those kids help me solve
our neighborhood's air pollution problem? We have a plant which
puts fumes and dust into the air. I've tried for five years to
get action -- but no one will listen. But it looks like people
listen to those kids!"

We met her (she worked in a restaurant 1/2 block from our
school), and introduced her to our lawyer, Jchn Herman. John
did some checking, we all filed complaints and this time the
agency investigated right away. Agreements were reached with
the offending company and the lady and her neighbors are much
happier!
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Questions and Projects for Governments, Bureaucracy and People

Directions: Do the ones that are related to your project or uie these as
a basis for designing your own project.

1. Define a problem in your city, region or state and research the
problem. What are some solutions? What are some solutions for and
against each solution? Design a procedure for trying to get the
solution implemented. How long do you think it will take to bring
about the change? How many people will you need to help you? How
much of your own time and energy will it take to bring about the
change?

2. Try and bring about the change. Keep a diary of events and feelings.
Compare the diary with what you thought would happen.

3. Join a local group that in trying to start, stop, slow-down or speed,-
up a ehanee that is taking place in your community, state or country.
Keep a diary of events, feelings, news coverage, results, etc.
Analyze the process. What methods worked? What methods didn't
work? What kinds ef people were involved? Why did they get involved
in solving this problem? Who made the key decidions?

4. Visit the public meetings of a board or council and answer the
following questions:
A. Were the members elected or appointed?
B. How many citizens regularly attend the meetings?
C. How many citizens voted to elect the officials?
D. What are the ages, education, careers, sex, etc., of the

members?
E. What influence do the other levels of government hays in the

delision made hy this boerd or council?
F. Who k'llS the responsibility for carrying out the decisions made?

Few much interpretation is left to them?
G. What kinds of groups lobby the board or council. What kinds

of pressure, if eny, seems to be most effective?
:i. 4-'1 most decisions nade out in the open? If not, where do you

.hink they werr made" Why?
T. W".,1h political part.,* ceemn to have the most influence?

eotes along part7 linee? Do pelitical parties donate money
cr other kindn of helr tr eandidates at election time? Are
nrnointmentn made rn thc olnie of party affiliation?

5. Devrlon nn arn,tated biblinerently of the resources available in
ftrl rlhiol dealing with a problem you are interestedthe

in.

6. fineore .rolnel; or hoard lontcl.er ror a group or organization or
cmnfildue. t.tt+rd their meetImen and rehert on them to the group.

7. Work for a council member, an advisory commission, a candidate
runnine, for ()Mee, ("tn. Keep a diary of events and feelings.

4 4
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8. Go on a police ride-along program. Develop a set of questions to
ask them based on the materials in the Student Guide for Career Analysis
packet. Write a report on your experiences.

9. How many different job families are there in local government?
In state government? In the federal government? If you tried
to answer this question, where would be a good place to start
looking?

10. Are the requirements for a job in local, government different than
for the same job in private industry? Are they different at the
state or federal level than the requirements for the sane job in
private industry?

11. How do you find out about job requirements, where to apply and
other questions concerning government jobs?

12. Intervie4 people who have worked on advisory commissions or have
tried to bring about change in your community. Some sample questions
can be found in the Student Guide for Career Analysis packet.
What are some of the rewards and frustrations in trying to bring

. about community chaner? Why did they try to influence their
community directly?

13. React to the statement, "Local governments tend to provide the
services that affect your every day life most dtrectly, yet they
attract the least attention." Do a media analysis on various
levels of government.

14. If you have worked with a bureaucracy evaluate Parkinson's Law:
"Government will automatically seek to expand its size and
jurisdiction: it will find ways to occupy its time and to
create work to fill any gaps in that time."

15, Make a listing of the taxes you and your family pay. What percent
goes to each level of government? Who ha s. the most say in deter-
mining how much is collected and where it is spent? What tax
reforna would you suggest? Politically, how would you go about
reforming taxes?

16. Do a study on a level of government. Make a hypothesis about
peoples' nttitudes towards that level of government. Test that
hypothesis in your community.

17. If you have worked with a government bureaucracy react to the
followini; statement: "Much of the force for the moves of govern-
men', may come from inside the bureaucracy rather thanoutside forces
such as 'the people, 'the pnwvr elite,' or pressure and interest
groups,"

Do a social-psychologi,!ql resear,.!h projeet on the subject of
"bureaucrats." 7/hat motivates ther to become bureaucrats? !low

Ihey +And -hr.,n, interview a burenlvlrat.
nr stir, fit into the "stereotype"?
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19. Develop an organizational chart fcir the compnny you work for, the
city you the church you co to, etc!. Chart the course of
n decision throuch the burenucraey.

20. Answer the following questions abOUt n bureaucratic decision-that
you have either studied about or have tried to directly influence:

A. Who was the key decision-maker?
B. What other groups or individuals participated in the decision?
C. How many different optionn were open to the 1ec1sioRmraker2
U What were the key factors in influencing the decifIlOn?-,,,
E. How important was compromise in this decision?
F. Was this a policy decision or an interpretation ofs, policy?
O. What effect did established rules and procedures have on the

outcome?
H. What decision would you have made? Why? What would have been

the results of your decision?
I. Row long did it take to get the final decision?

21. Where does the Metro Council. fit on the organizational chart of
all governments, Item A?

2P, Use the Work Organization Analysis system, Item K, to analyze a
decision you researched or tried to influence.

23. Analyze an institution you "live" with using the check sheet with
Item L, The institutional Trap.

24. Oo to the local office of the telephone company. Look up the
telephone listings for a major metropolitan or county povernment
in the U.S. What kinds of internal and external problems are solved
and created by bureaucracy? By modern means of communication?
By computers? What steps could be taken to make bureaucracien
more pernonal in their dealingn with people?

25. Rend a novel nn the frustrations of working with a bureaucracy.
your inr.truntnr for some row=ntinns.

Ph. Berulatory Apencien

"1th Just!ce for Some, Palph lader aide Ralph Fellmeth writes
of tt7e wnrrs nf the regulatory agencies: thohat is...happening in

Ame-cn the cnllunion of the two great foro.,s in our soeiety:
,I.rnrnrent and industry. Separate, they are subject to some public
influence o both. The combination eliminates the primary differ-
crees hetwern our nysten ard that of the Soviets." His recommendations

1. Anpointrent to agencies should not be clenred with industry.

2, 7;;) commissioner shoull be allowed to work for an industry regu-
lated by his ageney for five years after leaving the agency.
3. All egoney cases nhould invmlve consurer representatinn.

4, Tax lawn nhould not include lobbying costs.an a buoineas cost.
5. Congressinnal committees should be given adequate staff to
investigate the Operations of the commissions.



What evidence can you find to prove or disprove Mr. Fellmeth's
statements?

What do you think the adoption of any or all of thdse recommendations
would do for regulatory agency responsiveness?

What-bther reforms would you suggest to improve the operation of
governMent agencies2

bow; the policy of agencies on the federal or state level change
when the executive of that level of government changes?

27. Other
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Governments, Bureaucracy, and People Appendix
Item A: Government Organizational Chart

Jp

Federal Constitution
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Government
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OW OM IP OM el))
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State Gove nts
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1Municipalities 1
. School

I
1 Districts1

..........S.
, .Tcmnshig 1
I

4..............%

4
r. .. wan

Special Districts

Direct Control

Indirect Controls
on some matters

Direct control exists
in some instances

The United States federal system ("Incorporated municipalities" refers to cities,villages, boroughs, and, in some states, towns. "Special districts" includes allspecial districts except school districts.)
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ITEM B:
City Organizational Chart
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INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 281
ROSSINSOALI ARIA SCHOOLS

LIM07 I. NOM SUPSMINTINIMINT

AegriSTRONG
HIgh School

MUS Mth Ammo North
Plythouth.MmHoota S5441

July .25, 1974

"EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER"

ITEM C:

Evaluations by Employees of the
City of New Hope

Mr. Harlyn Larson
New Hope City Hall
New Hope, Minnesota

Dear Mr. Larson,

The teachers of Social Problems in school District 281 are tryingto impr3ve 3he may. we teach local government. To help Ite-rdoothiswe are asking each aepartment in the city governmen4-1'dr 'a!briefoverview of their operation.

The answers to the attached list,of questions will: help'.usgivethe student a better understanding of both the kinds of occupationsavailable and the kinds of services provided by a local go4ernment.

We also have a community involvement progrra at se'veral of :the \.high schools. The last several questions refer t%,, that. program.

Thank you for your 000peration.

Sincerely,

,P114-3-

James Kyle
Instructor
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TO: Department Heads

61-----FRON4-... City Managers

SUBJECT: Attached

The attached letter and form are to assist District #281 in development
of an instruction set for local government.

Please take a few minutes to fill out the attached and return to my
office by 8:15 A.M. on August 5, 1974. .

((I

Harlyn G. Larson
City Manager

July 18, 1974

:



Independent School District 281

local Government Survey

July, 1974

Surmrvision of1. Department City Mantiger No. of employees all employees
2. A brief description of duties and services performed

1) General coordination nf 011

2) See that laws are enfnreed

3) Personneljjrector

(.4 ty v,tivf ties

4) Civil Defense Director

5) Planning - Land use - Programs 6) Budget Dirortnr

3. Job rewards and frustrations

4. General employment requirements master_Degrop in 12111%140 Artartmatim&ton

or related field
;

5. In your area, what trends do you see for the future?
Major change is from management of "things" developmert ta =grams for
people. Citizen involvement - Employee union activities increasing.

6. Could your department u3e volunteer helpers? .....20es No
If yes, describe the activities volunteers might do
Limited need for field survey work. etc.

7. Would you cornider using hii7h school seniors RS volunteers?
x Yen no Only under the followine conditions

Some poseible_aurvmy PàrJi



Independent Scheol District 281

Local Government survey

July, 1974

1. Department Ali liiao fiel(Ail,;& No, of employees /3--

2. A brief description of duties and services performed

17460,:m, /4,au4c Satote 0

Tik fees 4* es.,r7 Thic-

A I'
r; Pita*, p7

3. Job rewards and frustrations Sophi:L. "1004-

liVu7 771Th s toil i dOkii eforcsjAnA4
44h4:vc 7-4417,-

1. #1 dereComif/ fie064Ati
nfre. eur PyiA0 fAreatte.ep ;0. D 044444

i all% pwr mime/an

4. General employment requirements

Aptiown1)447-:.. _DieLitor - Auk /kip,
u., 4air LOA.) adler - Out All1417,. A2164.

Lspant - 2 re_ &taw oOlerg.r /etz.tenn.:-. Loup

5. In your area, what trends do you see for the future?

Da-ritroo.r Fon Am, Ih 4t* IF riga-

11 A, 14; 142 /Jed A S Et - O,gftr, 341:1

6. Could your department use volunteer helpers? 1.0-les No

If yes, describe the activities volunteers mig,ht do

7. 4ou1d you consider using 1114111 school seniors Ps volunteers?

4"'Yen No Only under the ?ollowinc conditions
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Independent School District 281

Local Government Survey

July, 1974

1. Department ilt.c.f/ No. of employees .2 5
,.

2. A brief description .of duties and services performed

/4.': ..c.: - 4.--- --I c .7/0.t._zi..c..,-(.SteZ,-..; :
.

-te I , , Ge 74 !..1.14;ellf-Teti,kei7..
.

3. Job rewards and frustrations

General employment requirements AL.yee.1telL
)0.A.4./), 4.4.4rAJ Cetis ./e-/-4;.4
' 2 ic/t.e.mt4. t--/ eAtie49 4'7' 414' 44,'"-ALO

4In yourearea, hat tre do yd s
.404Okoct/

. ee for t t future?

-.4444e- 0,44-

6. Could your department use volunteer helpers? Yes

If yes, describe the activities volunteers might do

.e/e e ej,4, fee71/oft..- eZa Z..es

0.14Ati:,5X4ilecvy

7. 7ould you conqid/br wing hirt school seniors RS volunteers?

Yen no Only under the iollowinc conditions
r Ar

!



Indepen:ent Schott]. District 281

Local Government Survey

July, 1974

Finance Director

1. Department Accounting No. of employees 4

2. A brief description of duties and services performed
The Accounting

Department is responsible for maintaining_the financial records of the city
and assuiing the reliability and integrity of those records. It is.also the
rhavv, ^g +Ins AOCOUOtiO gDepartMent. tO fUrntsibintinancial reorrt.,

and maintain a system of checks and_b_alance to have A adorinntp internal

control system.

3. Job rewards and frustrations Job rewards - Preparinz reports that

can help management measure goals and help in the decision making process.

Fr ations Hot hivin the time

Records or costs in some areas.

I I f; 01

4. General employment requirements H.S. Bookeeping

5. In your area, What trends do you see for the future? Accounting

systems that will measure job and program performance.

6. Could your department Use volunteer helpers? _Ajes No

If y!..s, describe the activities volunteers might do

Filing invoices, checks. purchase orders. etc.

7. 7ould you conoider using hiit school seniors as volunteers?

Yes No Only under the Zollowing conditions
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Independent School District 281

Local Government Survey

July, 1974

1. Department e7,4

2. A brief description of duties and

reet,

No.'of employees 5'

services performed

4, St' e e'er,
r w_s es rie 1/tY"7ps es pro. f /5Ae VO Pr recto",

2,4 1-e -roc eSS / S oc/ e S 1/ nvcs e5 de *see &inc. 1 vej
Fri' (Lid/ it sS to'SS )rleP-s, "-zit.' le / eri./,4es 0.S

re 5 C r z e /**5

3. Job rewards and frustrations

e4///1. /rifle 74/ z r" - FPoslifro 71!OW

I- Is r / S

4. General employment requirements hipi schoi/opm
A./f tc t q .r./ 0/' ver 'lireI.:, ..15074,14-d, 74

If /, 147 Aho.t. /11

5. In your area, what trends do you see for the future?

,e,efe _AL.JO,0.0 s/ 0Aor-S /70 77telelot/..r.s./ _Awe 1 I,

reel r .7_21. 0A,

6. Could your department use volunteer helpers? dr Yes No

If y.!ts, describe the ,!.ctivities volunteers might do

rr 1"*Ar 04 A'" .1: r e Sifp' po- ,serr./e...04

_/SS6'd A6 e'e _pre /00 _Zee -prs 29 )2" %PM 5,f11" S

7. 7ould you comider using hii7h school seniors as volunteers?

Yes

:5

lAC e A/

No Only under the Zollowinc conditions

/e d*r, )+, e-

141,' #9 j6,7
C
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Independent School District 2S1

Local Government Survey

July, 1974
/ Orc3afe

1. Department pal if 100r-Ste re4. No. of employees
-

2. A brief description of duties and service8 performed

_s
tperdia4td I's filo _1.41144--446-kil1er of A irta/p4 spirits,

_.&411=_ftla.S2Orlik(i71-06,77111(1140%tx

3. Job rewards and frustrations

ge_mciert lq Qôo e.-tt

±0_:asiets lck C

4ay ageell aJ I c b -F-41481-71ons
4. Geneial employment requirements A A

a.)--.,-2dr- ere-vioys. eerp,ene,ite
pe_s: iIMr 1evjrJ

c. PK56Ms757-Ve
I

5. In your area, what trend,s do you see for the future?

v_a±er cr_expe*thict1 -For t h crxrutopt AreitticilP.
fri C 0/ki cs-. gbvaikix Eel err±. fivis

.0_40 .7s4/est7s ietre: rid Gig f?-sr 0.4001

6. Could your department u:ie volunteer helpers? XYes
If y.t.s, describe the activities volunteers might.do

-

No

171 b eallej Reit jel
saip4 0r iscu P exif st.r Updefty

7. 7oulu you conqidsr using hii7h school.seniors as voluRteers?

IYes No Only under the 2*ollowinc conditions

inuniml aiii-?_Oie L ukald -gint
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Independent Schabl. District 281

Local Government Survey

July, 1974

1. Department Fire No. of employees 36

2. A brief description of duties and services performed

Provide fire suppression forces to smotect the City from_fire

3. Job rewards and frustrations The satisfaction of wring livels and

orgnerty of fire victims

4. General, employment
requriements 18 to 45 years of age, good physical

II 11 3 A: ' I .

5. In your area, what trends do you see for the future?

The Increase of fire losses due to the buildings becoming older, the reouire-

ment of sprinkler protection to all commerical and induStrial'iidiaings

6. Could your department use volunteer helpers?. t Yes No

If yls, describe the activities volunteers might do

1:tugment the fire fighting crews in all phases of the operation except fire

fighting and apparatus operation

.111

7. 7oU1d you consider using hiit school.seniors g)s volunteers?

YeTi-. No X Only under the ?allowing conditions "B" gmde

l. :. I

da Imura nr nn Saturday
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Independent School District 281

Local Government Survey

July, 1974

1. Department Protective Insnections No. of employees 4

2. A brief description of duties and servicea performed Life safety,
health, fire, building, zoning and sign code enforcement. Plan checks, inspections,

iDsuing permits for all construction

3. Job rewards and frustrations Feeling, of making the city safeto live in,

clatisfartion of helping people halt thgemselves thmnuth code enforcement.

Pnns÷nAtinnA in finding_so many citizens unaware of local ordinances and the

rptAnnna fnr thein

4. General employment requirements Knowledge of the building trades with

chitectual draftin rience od dis..sition and to

bp Able to work gith the_ public

5. In your area, what trends do you see for the future? More

qtrinpant maintenance codes and emohasis on existing structures.

6. Could your department uAe volunteer helpers? Yes X No

If y!ts, describe the ectivities volunteers might do

7. 7ould you consider using hii!h school seniors as volunteers?

Yen X /o Only under the i'ollowinc conditions't- 40'

5 9
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Independent School District 281

local Government Survey

July, 1974

1. Department Assessing No. of employees 1

2. A brief description of duties and services performed

The Assessing Department prepares the assessment roH as provided by State

law through the ins ection and a.oraisal of the ro ert in the cit . We

also maintain a property record file for information in response to inquiries.

3. Job rewards and frustrations The rewards are the variety and interesting

aspects of appraising property and serving the public by clarifying misconceo

t!ons of assessing laws and property taxes. The largest frustration is publicls

misunderstanding of the duties of the assessor, ie. blaming him for hi h taxes

when in fact his function and duties are set and limited by law.

4. General employment requirements Clerk: Typing and filing, knowledge

of tax laws and ability to explain them. Appraiser: Ability to appraise

all forms of real estate, understand tax laws, and the ability to defend eval

uations. Assessor: Ability to appraise all types of property, defend evaluat
ions, manage the departmentOsatisfy citizens complaints.

5. In your area, what trends do you see for the future?
State Certification and Accreditation of all assessors, more statewide equal

ization, hopefully better tax laws, better understanding by the tax payers,

computerizationfand more accurate appraisal techniques.

6. Could your departMent use volunteer helpers? Yes X No

If yets, describe the ectivities volunteers might do

7. -lould you congider uPing hift school sftniors as volunteers?
I Yen No X Only wider -Oat i'ollowint.: conditions

If the denartment was under staffed and there was a need fnr inspection of

many oroperties withen a short period of tiles training_tempocara_ipMeKtqC1
might be possible.
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Governments, Bureaucracy and People
Item D: School Districts

Tke Power 5tru.cture

Although school districts vary considerably in size and
are governed under the theory of local control, they are
remarkably similar in structure. An organization chart
for most school systemS looks like this:

Principal

.455istaat Slob PrInstruction.
cn/ CurnatitonDirector

PrincipM

1Coun5c Ior
I

Ilibrarian,

t________
13-incipal

iTca4ter5 I

The only variation you are likely to find is in positions
such as assistant superintendents, coordinators, or con-
sultants. Sometimes these are line jobs (as shown) and
sometimes their position in the hierarchy is unclear.
The larger the school district, the more likely you are to
find these miscellaneous personnel. They go by such names
as Assistant Superintendent, Director of Curriculum, Dir-
ector of Sedondary Education, or Coordinator of Curriculum.
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Governments, Bureaucracy and People
Item G: Metro Governments and 4uestions

1, Map: Protection Open Space Plan - -(Generalized Location)

Question: What type of soil is your suburb built on?
What kind of problems will this create for future expansion,

for re-building, for industrial expansion, etc.?

2. Map: 1973 Legislative Districts

Question: What legislative district do you live in?

Who is your Senator and Representative in St. Paul?

Is there any obvious rationaleor pattern for drawing the

districts the way they are?

3. Map: population Distribution of Minorities

Question: Hoy many people in each minority group live in your community?

(See back of map.)

4. Map: Population Distrfbution of the Aged

Question: What factors migbt account for the elderly living

where they do?
'-

5. Map: The tdstrfbution of Health Care Facilities

Question: How are the northern suburbs doing in health care

facilities when compared with the inner cities or

other clusters of suburbs?

6. Map: Schools and School Districts 1971-72

Question: How many different local governments are included in

school district #281?

T. Map: Twin Cities Metropolitan Area History of Municipal Incorporation

Question: When was the village or city in which you live incorporated?

What areas will be colored in by 1990?

8. Map: Metropolitan Area Employment Distrfbution

Question: Where are most of,the jobs located?

Where do most of the people live?

Where have the population movements been in the last 25 years?

9. Folitical Boundaries, 1973 (Local governments in the Metro Area.)

10, The Solid Waste Disposal System, Dec.? 1971

11. Map: Population Distribution

12, Report: Ttends in Dew Housing 1969-71 (Housing Report Number 5)

13. Report: Indications of Hoy:ling Quality in the Twin Cities Area

(Housing Report Humber 2)

14. Metropolitan Council Biennial Report, 1971-72
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Governments, Bureaucracy and People
The Metro Council OrganizatirmaI Chbrr
Citizens Guide to the Metropoll!
300 Metro Square Building, St. aLt., Minw!sota
December, 1973

Item H:
Source:

I _1

METROPOLITAN COUNCIL

°Inman
14 District Members

Counckgramittees

1
. Human Resources I r Physicist Development

1 1 rs
Committee
7 Members

Conuoittee
7 Membe-------

Penotusel & Mork
Program Committee

5 Members
Other

Statutory and Advisory Commitbrea

rnmobtan[

Merishscs 5
I W mu*atley 1 1 Comter

I 7 2
1

I
CATV (51minal Justice Hnuthii

Advisory Advisory Advisory
Committee Committee Committee
25 Members 311 Members 25 Members

Dept ot Management Services
Dan Carroll. Director

Fiscal Management
Affirmative Acton Program

Office Rennes
Information Systeme

Penonnel
Program Management and.Budget

Ma÷oweirAairy
ErnitMemrers

Minoan
John Boland

Coar=lamting Dep:1
Director

Development Framewore
Metro. Improvensenta Program

Monitoring and Evaluation
MDG Cnordinstion

Reynal.

Commonly Serdces Dept.
Robert Nethertnt. Director

Cninrosmity Involvement
and Coordination

Local Planning Assistance
Public Information

Staff and Support Functions
Support and Line Functions
Line Functional Planning

Sisecutive Directnr
Robert Joni,

Metropolitan
Hadar Board

(advieney)
25 Members

Metropolitan

ArkVw;C:rd

Office or Clakwtaa & Fataceihnt Meeks
Staff Camel
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Administrative Support

Humus Resources Dept.
Rey Boesi, Director

Aging
Cable TV

Cnminal Justice
Health

Housing
Manpower

Enviromentall Dept.
Frank LAMM Director

Air gunny
Natural Resource* M.
Recnestice Open Space

Solus Waste
Water Poiluni.n Control

.Transpartalos Dept.
Lawmen Denim Direetar

. . .

TronsPosietioa
Land TeensportatIon

FIGURE 1 COUNCIL ORGANIZATION SHOWING ADVISORY COMMITTEES
AND STAFF INTERRELATIONSHIPS
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Source: A Resource Guide for %areer Developmnt la
6enior 1iih ctool, nririma i. eneon, 14innesct
iepartment of -,duction, 1973.

Item J
WORK ORGANIZATION ANALnIS

Introduction: Work organization is part of the more general category of
organizational psychology, which deals with such problems as communication
and styles of leadership. The tern "organization" can be defined in many
different ways. Generally speaking, an organization may be defined as two
or more persons combining their activities to accornlish shared goals. A
"work organization" is distinguished by the kinds of goals people are
sharing. The goals in a work organization usually include rewards in the
form of salary; the goals in an industrial work organization usually
include profit-making and marketing. The essential characteristic of a
work organization is that it involves peoplei a cabinetmaker and his
,-sintant, as well as a large industrial factory, can constitute a work
ore: ization.

II. Dimensionr of Work Organir- ons: The kinds of dimensions along which a
work organization varies k*--L..(-71ine the workings of that organization. In
industrial psychology there are two main categories of organizational
dimensions--physical and psyChological.

A. Physical Dimensions: The aspects of organization generally
included under physical dimensions are size, physical
structure, complexity, technology, communications networks,
and official decision making procedures (although the last
two are sometimes considered part of the psychological
dimension).

1. The first category, size, has an effect on almost every
other aspect of organizational dimensions. The size of
the work organization affects mainly the kind, but not
necessarily the degree, of the workers' identification
with the organization. The way in which a worker
relates to his work product varies according to the
size of the work organization, as does the amount of
influence the worker can have on his organization.

2. The second category, the physical structure of the
work organization, may be subdivided into geographical
structure and official chart structure.

a. The difference between working in a factory that
houses 30,000 workers and working in a department
store catalog room that houses three workers is
indicative of the influence of geographical
structure.

b. The official organizational dhart structure determines
whether an organization is a staff organization or a
line organization in regard to decision making. In a
staff organization, staff personnel influence
organizational decision making by virtue of their
expertise; their role in decision making is advisory,
however, and not direct. In a line organization,
there is a direct chain of command that exercises
direct and official control over decision making
within the organization.
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In addition, chart structure may determine whether
the organization has a tall structure or a flat-line
structure. These terms 1-iTer to the number-P-IiiiiTs
that separate the decision makers in an organization
from the workers who carry out the decisions. The

diagrams in Fig. I indicate tall and flat-line

structures. In the former, the workers are removed
by several layers from decision making; in the latter,
the workers are removed by only one layer.

policy-makers

tall struCture

workers

Fig. 1

policy-makers

workers

flat-line structure

These structural differences influence the degree of

difficulty that people at the lower levels of an

organization have in communicating grievances to

those who make policy decisions.

c. Another consideration in regard to organizational

structure i: that every organization has both a

formal and an informal structure. Because of

variations in such personality characteristics as

individual initiative; the official, formal, dharted

structure of an organization rarely corresponds

exactly to the chain of responsibility that actually

exists in that organization. An industrial

psychologist, Beverly von Haller Gilmer, has ob-

served that the structure of work organization in

modern society is, in fact, changing due to modern

technology. The chain of responsibilities in work

organizations used to be much like a pyramid, with

relativelk.few people involved in policy-making at

the top, And many involved in carrying out policy

at the bottom. Today, however, organizational
structures reflect more closely the shape of the

diagram in Fig. 2, the greatest number of people

being involved in coordinating activities between

the policy-makers and the workers.

policy-makers

6

coordination of
activities

workers
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S. Tho third n'Ivsical dirension of work ereanizIti'--,
co-plexity of tho oreanization. Cornlexit- 17-

the variety of nurnoses within the organization,
the differentiation of tasks with one purnose. A" eyo.-nle
of a muAtinurnose organization is an airline corn-el, t1-.o°

is involved in running an airline, operatina a chain o,"
hotels and runnina a catering service. An exarnle of 1
unipurpose organization is a commnny that makes eianos.
Because of the differentiation of tasks with ono
piano-making may require a cornlex organizationa:
In this tyro of oroanization reople with differr.nt 5k:7,
work toward the sane goal.

4. The fourth nhysical dimension is technology. rif=4.r--o
companies use different production techniques. Tl'e

production techniques used often determine the kinds
jobs available in the firn. Technology is, therocnre.
crucial to many of the other organizational dirensions,
since a charm in technology may cornletely chanoe tho
kinds of johs that have to be done.

5. The communications network of the oreanizatien is a f!'"th
physical direns-,on. Sore studies nf cor-unic-tions
works have boon carried out in laboratories, and a fow in
industrial organizations. These investigations have
sought to deternine how readilv information can he pa.nei
within an organization, and in what directions inferr:tIon
can readily flow. In sore orranizatreaiTTWIT:dire-ti
communication, in which inforation flows readily fre-
decision makers to workers and vice versa, rav he inan-r-
nriate.

(. The last physical dimension is official decisirn
procedures within the organization. 'Oils oirensi^n
.severai asnects: 1) which peenle in an organization ^r^
included officially in decision making (staff neronnr°1.
line Personnel, er both); 2) what kinds of docisiens lrn
made by which classes of rersonnel; 3) whether
workers nt the lyder levels cf the oreanization
role in :lecisien raking; 4) whether the s1
make decisions are res7.ensiblo for those decisions ono-
made; and 5) hew inforration thnt influences decision
raking is collected. Concerning this last asnett, Ill
information on any one nrnblen ray be cclleeted at ono
before the decision ir rade, or pist enotieh intorration o-
satisfy minimal criteria for decision raking ra- he
collected at any one time. The latter method i.
satisficina. The manner in which information is
may deternine the quality of the decisien.

B. Psychological Dimensions: The major categnries of the
psychoiogical dimensions of work organizations are th-

! purposes, or goals, of the oraanization, the lendeTshi-
aspect of the organization and the psycholoaical cli-ote
of the organization.
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1. Some studies have been done by Chris Argyris to determine
whether organizational goals conflict with individual
goals in a work organization. Argyris
is possible to satisfy both organizational and individual
goals at the SEIMO time, but that this is not yet being
accomplished in modern industry. Conflicts between the
tiro kinds of goals have a negative effect on the achieve-
ment of organizational goals. Argyris argues, therefore,
that organizational maintenance (by whiCh he means attending
to individual goals) should be recognized as extremely
important to the achievement of organizational goals.

2. The leadership aspect of the psychological dimension
involves iRe authority structure and the mechanisms by
which assigned responsibilities are carried out. How are
rewards mnd punishments administered within the organi-
zational system?

3. Lastly, the psychological climate of an organization may
be demanding, competitive, agressive, etc. Psychologists
have recently developed organizational personality scales
to measure haw similarly an organization is perceived
by people on all levels within the organization and by
people outside of the organization. The question raised
by this personality scale is: Should the personality of
the worker be matched to the organizational personality in
order to more fully satisfY organizational goals?

III. Change: The common factor in all organizational structures is change. All
organ zations are changing structures, by virtue of the fact thst organi-
zations are composed of people who have limited tenure. Organizations
do, however, differ in the rate of change according to the purposes of the
organization, its technology, fis size, etc. But the implication of change
is crucial: the laws of interaction that we use to explain empirical data
in work organizations must be constantly re-evaluated.
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ITEM K

"Institutions can be a trap as easily as they can be a powerful source of solutions."

So says Jeffrey Schrank in "The Institution Trap" in Media and Methods, November 1971.
The article explains tLa ways in which Schrank feels this is true.

fir
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Introduction and Directions

Directions: There are many projects that you can do either in

the school building or in the community. The,first thing that you

should do is decide what you would really like to work on or research.'

It is important that it be your decision and not the decision of your

friends or one that you think will please the teacher.- Change in your

society takes time and effort and you might find that you have started

something that will last longer than a semester.

Read the Goals and Ob actives, Questions' and.Pro ects, Senator

Williams Do:You Vote Amor Liston the Resolution Before the Senate

and the Rouse of Representatives, to get some ideas for a projects and

some background on legislatures. Don't allow the projeäts lidted to

limit what you do. .Use the liet for ideas and plan your oin prOject.

If you are going to do a research projectin liws, legislatures

or issues, discuis the guidelines for it with' ydur instrUctor before

you-start the project.

If you 'are going to do a projeci-in the community read through the

articles on how to work with the proper legislature. Write out a plan

to use as a working guide. Oo to work on the problem. Keep a diary of

events and feelings. Read the guidelines for a journal in the Suggested

DailVournal. Refer to the other materials in this unit as needed.

4
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Introduction: This section will give you some suggestions on how

to work for a change in your community by working with a legislature.

All you have to do is provide the issue, the energy and the ideas. By

reading the article on the legislature you are trying to influence you

should get enough ideas to get started. By consulting with people that

have tried to influence or lobby a legislature or a legislator you

should get enough additional ideas to keep going.

Legislatures tend to be rather complex bodies that seem to spend

long hours talking and listening. On each level of government they have

their mechanisms for listening to citizens, speeding-up or slowing down

new laws and ways to avoid making decisions. The materials in this sec-

tion should help you in learning how to use these v4x1o1:2 mecharisms to

try to bring about the change you want.

Often times positive or cooperative measur n will RA get your desired

goal. Then it is important to know how to put lAher kireci of pressures

on decision-makers. There are several articles in finii: section on how too

pressure a legislature.

7 5
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Goals and Objectives

Some of the goals and objectives for this section ale listed below.
They are not listed in order of importance. You can rank them in,
the order you think they should be in when you have finished y'Our
pfoject.

The student should understand:

Why the pace of change is often slow.

Why the decisions made are'not always satisfactory to Uldise
that asked for the changy.

The steps necessary to bring about, stop, slow down or speed up
any change in your community.

How and why organizations operate tilt way4they 6o.

Why various kinds of people get involved in the decision making
process.

Why "people" can make a difference in governmental decisions.

That trying to irfluence your society (nu: be both very rewarding
Ind very frustrating.

That there are more than two sides to any question.

That there are many ways to avoid ntizing a decision.

That there are many ways to nhift the responsibility for decisions

That there are all kindu of career possibilities available in
government.
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SUGGESTED DAILY JOURNAL

The journal is for zola-- to help you zrer.onstruct,'think, and feel about your
involvement experiences. Procesotu, or working through your perceptions and
feelings are how =Icon gain tEe most from your experiences and the experiences
of others.

How you write or develop your journal is also up to you. You might want to put
"what happened" on the leftside of the pages with room for your feelings/reac
tions in liberal righthand margins. Or you might want to focus 6n the following
questions: In this session what did I learn about myself? What about myself
did I share with others? What did I learn about the other individuals?

Each day vTite a paragraph or two reporting on your experiences related to this.
The questions below suggest the kinds of things you can write about, but do not
feel that you must limit your report to these questions if there is something
else you would prefer to write about. You can probably write on one or two
questions, and you can choose the ones that seem to relate to things that
happen that day. Briefly describe the situation and reasons for your feelings.

1. How did your feelings about any person change as a result of this
day's activities? Why?

2. How similar is your impression of yourself to the impression others
have of you? Explain.

3. Were you surprised by any of the things people said about you? Explain.
4. What were some things you wanted to say today, and did not say?
5. What did you do today which Made you feel proud? Why?
6. What problems did you encounter?
T. What happened that made you feel uncomfortable or unhappy?
8. What criticisms did you receive and how did you respond to them?
9. What complimehts were you given and what did they mean to you?

10. What did you do that seemed to be effective or ineffective in your
relationship with others?

11. What did you do in your work that was enjoyable or satisfying?
12. What new task did you learn to perform?
13. How do you think you might need to change to succeed in a preferred

career field?
. 14. What happened that made you feel you would (or would not) like (xour

choice) as a lifetiMe career?
15. Tell about the best thing that happened to you this week; something

someone said or did, something you said or did, a feeling, an insight,
a goal accomplished, etc.

This exercise taken, in part, from Pilot Training_ Project for Teachers of
Distribution and Marketing, UniveralT3f Minnesota, Summer

7 7
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Working with a Legislature

Questions end Projects

A. Working with a City Council

1. Work with a City Council member:

A. Research issues or legislation for a council member.
Give the reasons for several positions on each issue.

B. Monitor the meeting of another council in the area or
of the Metropolitan Council.

Keep a record of what they are doing and how it might
affect your city and report back to the council member.

C. Survey the community on key issues for the council
metber.

2. Try to bring about a change in your community by getting
the City Council to act.

3. Interview a council member. Use some of the questions in
the Student Guide of Career Analysis.

4. Set up a flow chart or a game of "Pass a Law" for your city
goverrment showing both the formal and informal power
structure.

5. Work with one of the advisory comnissions or one of the
departments that need volunteer help. Keep a diary of your
experiences and feelings.

B. Working with the School Board

1. Try to bring about a change in your school, or your school
district. Make out a list of suggestions and procedures for
bringing about change in your school district.

2. Make a "power map" or a game of "Pass a Law" for your school or
school district. Include both the formal and the informal power
structures,

3. Interview a School board menber. Use the questions in the
Student Guide of Career Analysis as samples.

4. Pick an issue you are concerned about and research it for a
board meMber. Find alternative soluticms, costs, reasons for
various positions, etc.

7E3
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C. Working vith the State Legislature.

1. Work for a State Senator or Representative.in St. Paul. Spend
an afternoon each week opening and organizing his,or her mail,
follow the proceedings of a key committee, research an issue
and suggest reasons for various actions, help with constituent

- requests,'etc.

. Make a*game of "Pass a Law" for the State Legisliture. Shaft

both the formal and 'informal legislative process.

"la

3. Research a controversial issue that wow in the legislature.
Analyze hov a decision was made on the iisue. Who were the
key, people in the process? How was the legiiiation changed
from when it VAS introduced until it vas finally aOted on?

. Testify at a committee hearing. Prepare. your materials and
get on the agenda, then testify.

5. Ask your representative to bring a heari4g of a committee
on an issue you are concerned about to your area. Work
vith him or her on the hearing. 4'

6. Write to the state legislature throughleur representative.
Find out what reforms have,been passed redelftly, what

-reforms of the legislature are pending and who is in
charge of checking on the ethics of theorarieus members.
Make a list of suggested referawbaSed-on your research.
Work for their adoption.

1

T. Work for the adoption of a law thatyill help to solve a
prOblem you think should be solved.

t! Interview a lobbyist or a legislator.: Use the Studene'Guide
for, Career Ana4asa for some sample questions and ideas...

D. Working with the U.S. Congress

1. Write a letter to your Congressman onAn issue that concerns
you or that you went more information On. Use the suggestions
in the section on hov to write Washagton. , Keep a copy of the
letter. What wee the response to your letter.

2. Follow a bill,through Congress in the media. Keep a Calection
of articles from local newspapers, nagonal magazines, legislam
tive news letters, press releases by pressure groups, etc.
Answer as many of the question% ekout the legislative process
as possible:

A. Who sponsored the bill?
B. Who were the key people in getting the bill passed?
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C. Who were the key opponents of the bill?
D. What parliamentary moves were used on the bill?
E. What groups and lobbyists worked for and against

the bill?
F. What role did the executive branch have in the process?
G. What were the critical stages for the bill?
H. Did the bill make it through the legislature in a

form acceptable to you?
I. Hov long did the process take?
J. How many individuals or groups in the legislature

had a chance to kill or drastically alter the bill?

3. Find the history of how a bill that you care about became a law or'
failed to become a law. Answer as many of the questicms from the
above list of questions as possible.

4. What lepAslative reforms do you think should be adopted in Congre04?
Why? What would be the result of these reforms? How would you get
these reforms adopted by Congress? .

5. Research a topic such as seniority in Congress. Trace the history
of, the criticisms of, the defense of and various alternatives to
the issue. Suggest some reforms and what are political possibilt.i
ties of getting the reforms acted on.

6. Do a research project on "Violencc as a Political Tool." Do your
findings support the articles in the section on violence?

so
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Urban Problems

1. Poverty Related Problems

A. Substandard housing
B. Unemployment
C. Presence of trash, garbage and filth
D. Vermin, roaches and other pests
E. Health problems

1. Lower life expectancy
2. Higft infant and maternal death rates
3. Poor access to health care facilities
4 A higher prevalence of illness (physical, mental illness and

retardation)
F. Family instability
G. Unavailability of social services
H. Inferior recreational facilities
I. Harassment and discrimination by official agencies (police, courts, etc.)
J. Inferior educational facilities-
K. A higher number of poorly educated and untrained persons
L. A lack of priymcy
M. General sense of powerlessness (feelings of inferiority)
N.. A lack of money (deprivation)
0. migh birth rates
P. A high concentration of people on fixed incomes (aged, unemployed, etc.)

2. Nonpoverty related

Q. Air, water, noise, visual, etc., pollution
R. Traffic congestion
S. Population density
T. Inadequate public transportation
U. Unsafe streets
V. Generally unaesthetic surroundings.
W. Poor control over urban growth patterns
X. Unsatisfactory patterns of socialization (anomie, isolation, etc.)
Y. A general absence of large natural preserves
Z. Inadequate sense Of identity (a place in the social structure, a sense

of community, of responsibility, etc.)
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Working With the City Council

The following suggestions are based on experiences that various

groups and individuals have had in working with local city councils.

Use them in planning your project.

1. Attend some council meetings. Get to know the council
members, how they make decisions, who seems to have the
most influence, etc.

2. Study the issues Know all sides of the issue.

3. Talk to someone who has lobbied the council before and
'set up a plan.

4 Do the following in the order that best fits your issue:

Get on the Council Agenda.

Have only one spokesman for the group or
one person speaking to each issue.

Plan your presentation. Don't repeat.
Don't take too long.

Have a summary handout to give to the
council explaining your position.

Contact the members ahead of time so they
will have time to think through the various
points of view.

5. If the issue is postponed, find out when it is on the agenda
again. Be there ready to answer any questions.

6. Get as broad a base for your group and your presentation as
you can.

7. Don't over-lobby. Let the council know you are interested
but don't keep calling them every day to find out whAt
their decision mi,-;ht be.

8. Listen while the opposition presents their arguments.
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Working with the City Council

Title: Looking at Cities Realistically
Reprinted with permission

Source: Minneapolis Star, February 12, 1911 from the Minneapolis Star

Editor's Note: Arthur Naftalin, former Mayor of Minneapolis and now professor
of public affairs at the University of Minnesota, recently spoke at a National
League of Cities meeting in Atlanta. Following are excerpts from that speech,
in which he discussed urban realities and initiatives.

The first reality is this: The political and economic power of the central
city has precipitously declined and it will continue to decline in the future.
The 1970 census gives the definitive words Everywhere central cities have only
a minority of the population of the area that they serve. Increasingly the'
resources of the urban area are situated in the suburbs while the problems are
located ig the central city.

This reality can be regarded as either anobstacle or an opportunity -
as either an immutable condition that will not yield to civic leadership or a
challenge for both the central city and the suburbs, leading them to recognize
their comma interest in the wholesome and orderly growth ot the region and in
their building on the strengths of the larger area..

.

Our second reality is the growing presence of state government in shaping
licies affecting major urban centers. Today's public mood favoring decentra-

lization and limitation of governmental authority is exemplified by the passaee
of the Omnibus Crime Act that made law enforcement assistance contingent unon
state involvement and required central city subordinatica to regional and state
plans. When further federal prograns to aid the cities come - as come they
must - the state governments will be involved..

We remember s.Jmewhat fondly the day of direct federal-city relationships,
despite the many burr..ucratic frustrations and delays, and yet it wasn't all that
good. We could have used some state money for city programs, and, if state
involvement means in time state money, it will prnve to be an opportunity rather
than an obstacle.

The growing presence of state movernments in urben affairs highlights
a third reality; which is the indispensability of nassive federal financial
support to aid cities on a basis that takes into account the widespread dispam.
rities in resources and in need that exist emong the states and within local
areas.

By now it should be clear that conditions of feast and famine abound over
the nation. Suburbs, relative to their needs, have greater resources than the
central cities, but even among suburbs there is great variation in per capita
wealth and tax base. Soe,e states art pnor and others relatively well off. So
long as these inequities and disparities exist, municipalities and states will
net undertake the urban programs that are needed for fear that they will impair
their comnetitive Position relative to other states and municipalities.

It is em,y.the national gnvernrent that can make the resources available
in a fashion that will transcend the disparities. It is only the President and
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the Congress that can establisL a national policy that commits the nation to
national programs based on narixiwiQ standards and supported by the national
economy.

The final reality is the irrepressible denand for sharing in the decision-
making process by constituents who are affected by public policies.

In the mid-sixties, when the first demands far citizen participation began
to be vigorously advanced, many municipal officials were disbelieving and incre-
dulous, and they reacted with resistance and even hostility. Some regarded the
push for involvement as a product of misguided agitation and as reflecting a
transitory ideology. As one who experienced some of those early demands, I know
the feeling of alarm and frustration they aroused.

Community participation, community control, decentralization, maximum feasi-
ble representation of the poor - by whatever name - the phenomenon of citizen
involvement is a reality that is here to stay and I believe it will gray stronger.

.0

To meet today's challenges requires extraordinary leadership and an unusual
willingness on the part of municipal leaders to develop approaches that entail
a sharp break with the past and that represent new initiatives in relations
with constituenLs and with other governmental levels.

The first of these initiatives is the establishment of governmental arrange-
ments that enable the people of a metropolitan area to deal with their areawide
problenm and yet not :nvade the historic autonomies of local units.

Part of the reality we face is the fact that ve vill not significantly
alter the identities and autonomies of existing local governments through mer-
gers, consolidations, disincorporations, or annexations. Reorganization efforts
aimed at reducing the pyramid of governing units serving one region are not likely
to be very successful.

Nevertheless, some of our most serious problems can be handled on an inte-
grated areawide basis and in a fashion that need not disturb existing autonomies.
We need not terrify each other with grand schemes of metropolitan government or
with suggestions that existing municipal autonomies should be sharply curtailed,
but we should instead emphasize in positive terms the advantages of a cooper-
ative approach to areawide management of those functions that cannot be dealt
with effectively in any other way.

A second initiative relates to the city's growing interdependence with
other levels of government, especially to the rising importance of state govern-

ment. This is the systematic _pooling and coordination of research and planning
resources among official and unofficial agencies involved in common concerns.

In many places one finds a substantial diffusion of resources as governmental
bodies and citizen groups pursue separate but often parallel efforts to find
workable solutions to thorny problems.

Often these interests are comnetitive and the separate studies will exclude
alternatives that may not be especially advantageous to the sponsoring body. In
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the end the findings have limited value because they have not evolved in a suffi-
ciently broad context.

By pooling money and manpower, governmental agencies and community organi-
zations interested in the same problem can concentrate research and planning
efforts and emerge with proposals that are likely to command greatly enhanced
confidence and public awareness.

Valuable as areawide efforts and cooperative ventures are, they will not
produce the resources that are indispensable for an adequate attack on our urban
problems. The resources can come realistically only from action at the national
level. Thus, my third initiative is for a greatly expanded and much more system-
atically develored .litical effort to obtain con:. ssional reco-. ition of the
urgency of urban problems.

No restructuring of its government will substitute for a city's lack of money.
Charter reform that enlarres the capability of the mayor and the city council and
that clarifies the lines of responsibility and accountability are valuable and
should be pursued, as should metropolitan government and other efforts that
coordinate areawide enerrieLl. But basic inequities and disparities that remain
will continue to paralyze local efforts. They can be overcome only by nationel
policies that mandate roals end rendate the resources necessary to Achieve them.

With this initiative we should unite on a nonpartisan basis to revive the
idea of the New Federalism advanced some months ago by President Nixon and to
insist that Conrress adont sore meaningful forn of revenue-sharing.

Finally, the initiative that mmy in the end hold the greatest import for
shaning'the quality of urban life for the future is the development of formal
mechanisms that previde for meaningful participation of rank-ano-file citizens
in decisions affectinr them.

It becomes a primary responsibility of elected officials at all levels to
provide alternatives that ,zonvert Ohne resistance from blind negativism to
constructive cIpportunit.
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Working with the ochool Borird

TOPIC: POLITICAL ACTION

TITLE: LOBBYING THE SCHOOL BOARD

SOURCE: SEXISM IN SCHOOLS - A HANDBOOK FOR ACTION,
Psees 3 - 20 A & B 1973 -72.0o

BY: NINA ROTHCHILD
14 HICKORY STREET, MAHTOMEDI, MN. 55115

THE AUTHOR IS A SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER IN

MAHTOMEDI, MINAESOTA AID THE MOTHER OF

THREE CHILDREN

f

Reprinted with permission from the author.
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The Power 5tructum

Although school districts vary considerably in size and
are governed under the theory of local control, they arP
remarkably similar in structure. An organization chart
for most school systems looks like this:

L_
Principal

L5ou f Education

5upenntem4ent-

6420stoat SNIE:Jbl%rnstruction.
eV Curriculum Direct-cos

j

ICoume or I llabrarian,

14-inct,

ITeacher5

The only variation you are likely to find is in positions
such as assistant superintendents, coordinators, or con-
sultants. Sometimes these are line jobs (as shown) and
sometimes their position in the hierarchy is unclear.
The larger the school district, the more likely you are to
find these miscellaneous personnel. They ko by such names
as Assistant Superintendent, Director of Curriculum, Dir-
ector of Secondary Education, or Coordinator of Curriculum.

The problem, therefore, with dealing with a large
district is that you are more likely to get a bureaucratic
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runaround than in a small district where job responsibil-
ities are clearly defined. On the other hertd, the advan-
tage of a large district is that you are more likely to
find allies on the "inside."

It is usually more effective to work together wfl=h
people rather than against them. Do not place youl,.lf
in an adversary relationship with the schools or you 7

actually hinder what you are trying to accomplish. A:.

you attempt to learn about thl structure of your distrlet,
try to identify those within Ct -qatem who are alread;
sensitive to sex bias or those at. can be won over to
your view with a cooperative 8pr:oat:,

HONWORK: Get a copy of your diz-oiot or school
3iro(-7 (if available) and find out 'Is nature of

your district's organization and ,the nomes ofthe
persons you wiZZ be dealing with, 1,11 a handbook

is not available, ask at your divi.riat office for a
list of the professional personnel. You: district
office may be called either district office, super,-
intendent's office, or central administration, and
is listed in the phone book either under its name
or under "I" for Independent School District. If
you find you have trouble getting the things you
need, speak to the Superintendent's secretary.
She usually knows everything.

(NOTE: Some local chcptere of the.: Ioague of

Women Voters have mads ttltdis5 of thetr schools
and couZd be a source of st;lictural information.
Call your 7.,;:al Lea2se to see if they have such

a stuck r

80arCLCIfECLUC.C4tiatto
The school board consists of six or seven persons who

are elected on a staggered basis ecch May for thxee -year
terms. In Minnesota most school board mevbers are ma..e,
but many boards contain at least one woman and occasion-
ally you will find two women an the board. The board's
job is to set overall policy for the school, but in real-
ity they have little control over what goes on in the

classroom. They are essentially unpaid, very part-time
persons who hire "professionals" to oversee the edLeational
program. They think of the administration as "our team" --
you will find sports terminology rampant in the public
schools -- and will never publicly undermine the
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superintendent and administration. Boarus ask for, and
usually follow, recommendations from the administration.
The real decision-making, therefore, is done by those who
are full-time, on-the-job, in-the-schools.

In spite of this, however, it is usually worthwhile and
necessary to communicate with board members for the fol-
lowing reasons: (1) The board has power over those who
do make decisions. If you're-willing to go to the top of
the hierarchy, the administration knows you are serious;
(2) The board is made up of elected officials, and must
therefore appear to pay attention to their constituents.
All professional personnel in the schools have tenure,
and are less likely to be responsive to the public;
(3) All policy and budget dhanges must be approved by
the board, so sooner or later the board will vote on
issues which concern you; (4) You can often find out
something you want to know more quickly and easily by
asking a board member to find out for you. A board mem-
ber has more "clout" with school personnel than does a
private citizen.

In dealing with the board, remember that a board member
has no real authority or power iS i ind. idual. A major-
ity vote of the board is necessary for any actIon to be
taken. The most effective way to influence the board,
therefore, is to send any communications in writing to all
members of the board. In addition, if tha issue is a
publicly popular one, present it at a p..1ic meeting.
Don't count on just one tember of tho. bow.: "carrying the
ball" for you.

HOMEWORK 1: Know the names, addresses, phor , numbers,
and term of office of each board mw,er. Rrow the
meeting time and pZace for board meetinge. Attend
several board meetings te) get a feeling for what your
board is Zike. If you sense that one of the board
might be sympathetic to your point of view, call
her/him and ask if she/he is aware or concierned
about sex bias in the schools. Having an ally or
the board is well worth the trouble of trying to
find one.

ROMEWORK 2: Get involved in school board elec-
tzons. Raise your questions of candidates, support
candidates who support your view, or field your our
candidate.
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Superintencient
The superintendent is the top man* in the school system

and wields an enormous amount of power. He is held res-
ponsible for the entire school program, personnel, budget,
finances, public relations, etc. So, while the board may
set general policy, in fact most major decisions are made
by the superintendent after consulting with his adminis-
trative team. This is particularly true when money is
involved.

Beyond the decision-making power, however, is the power
he holds over his staff by virtue of being the "boas.," iIt
is therefore important that you know something.abont Your
superintendent and whether to expect support or resistance
from him. If a superintendent is really serious About
something, chances are it will get done, although this is
less true in a large district where layers of bureaucracy
filter out.his influence before it reaches.the clasaroom.

The superintendent is a busy man with pressures from
all sides: teachers, taxpayers, administrators, students,
parents, and board members. His skills must be those of
a mediator and general administrator and it is therefore
unlikely for him to have the time to make a strong stand
on sex discrimination his overriding priority. The most
you can expect is a willingness to use his position to
influence the board and staff. But, considering the power
he holds, it is well worth trying to get him on your side.

Because of his need to be neutral on,controversial
issues, it is best to approach him privately at first.
If you find him ignoring you, you will then have to con-
front both him and the board at a public meeting. Super-
intendents are ex-officio members of the board and are
always present at board meetings.

Most board meetings have an item on the agenda called
"communications" or "other business," a time when the
public may speak on issues nct on the regular agenda.
Therefore, if your superintendent ignores you in private,
or if your district is so large that he doesn't have time
for individual meetings, use the public meeting as a way
to get his ear.

*Not a generic term. In Minnesota, all superintendents are male.
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HOMEWORK: Make an appointment with your superintendent
to meet with you or, even better, a gi,_up of you. Send
him some general consciousness-raising materials first.
Take along the State Department of Education's policy
on "Eliminating Sex Bias in the PUblic Schools." Ask
him who has received the guidelines within the school
and whether or not he has discussed it with them. Ask
what your district has done to implement the guide-
lines and what they intend to do. If your superinten-
dent won't meet with you, or ifyou get the runaround
from him, say the same things to the board at a public
meeting. He will be listening'.

Director5
Assistant Superintendents, Curriculum Coordinators,

Directors, etc. are the educational "specialists" of the
system. It is usually their responsibility to coordinate
the curriculum, improve the curriculum, improve the teach-
ing methods, and arrange in-service training for teachers.
Their authority varies from system to system, but generally
they hrve to rely on persuasion rather than power. If a
coordinator is respected by teachers, he can he very ef-
fective in influencing the school pzogram. If he is not,
he has power only as a member of the administrative "team."

Since his job is mere abstract than others in the
schools (he doesn't have to keep 30 kids busy every day
or see that the building is orderly), he will probably
be willing to sit down with you and tall you something
about his own responsibilities and those of others. In
this way; you teght find out who actually eecides on a
textbook series, who decides whether shop it co-.A, and
so on.

Alternatively, if your director appears too busy to
help you (and this often happens since directors fear
they are expendable and must therefore appear busy),
there is usually a school policy book available in your
district office which contains job descriptions for all
personnel. Thu:. if you are unclear about the responsi-
bilities of your personnel and are unable to get help
from the coordinator, ask to see a copy of the szhool's
policy book.

The advantcge of having a director on your side is in
the numbers. There are just too many teachers in a system
for you to reach very many of them. A respected director,
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therefore, can have influence in many classrooms, parti-
cularly in the areas which lead to sex-stereotyping:
curriculum material and teacher behavior.

(NOTE: Among directors of various types, the Athletic
Director is in a class by himself. Chances are he is also
head football coach and will resist you everj inch of the
way.)

HOMEWORK: Make an appoin,nent with your director after
.7z70:02g him with consciousness-raising materials,
studies of sex bias, book lists, etc. Curriculum
directors work primarily with paper, so the more the
better. When you see him, have the State Department
guidelines with you. Ask him the same questions you
asked the superintendent as well as asking about his
own responsibilities in textbook selection, curriculum
decisions, teacher in-service, etc.

Principal5
Principals are, in theory, the educational leaders of'

their buildings. In reality most are too burdened with
housekeeping work to have much impact on education. They
spend their time keeping the building orderly, checking
schedules and attendance, taking care of personnel prob-
lems, and generally doing building manager types of things.
There are exceptions to this, however, and you will prob-

. ably want to find out what your principal is like, again
on the basis of numbers. A principal can have a great
deal of impact on the general "tone" of his school and on
teacher attitudes. Re is the boss to most teachers since
he is directly above them in the hierarchy; he is usually
responsible for teacher evaluation, and he wields power
accordingly.

It's not worth your time to go to all the principals
in your district. They think in terms of "their" school
and "their" parents, and are likely to pay attention only
to persons who actually have kids in their school. Your
own principal, however, will be very willing to see you
because part of his job is to pacify parents.

HOMEWORK: Make an appointment with your principal,
take along whatever materials you consider appropriate,
and ask him the same questions you asked the director
cr curriculum coordinator. Do not use this visit to
make a complaint about a specific teacher unless you



have already talked to her and received no tavis-
faction. Your time is best used to encourage the
principal to think of positive ways to help at/ his
teachers become more aware of sexist attitudea and
practices. Principals tend to be pragmatic, and
react more favorably to specific suggestions than
to blanket criticism.

Teacker5
Teachers are, of course, at the heart of the educational

process. If all teachers were non-sexists, this booklet
would 'tot exist. Unfortunately, however,: many teachers
(like many others) are not only sexists, but are totally
unaware of it. Do not expect female teachers to be more
aware oropympathetic than male teachers; most teachers have
traditioal values and conaider it appropriate for boys and
girls to learn their traditional sex roles in our society.

On the otht.r hand, yot havt, three plusses when dealing
with teachers. Both the MEA and the MFT have taken posi-
tions on sex discrimination, and moss: teacherEs, if reminded
of it, will not overtly go against their professional or-
ganization. Secondly, teachtrs who have recently taken
their course in human relations* will have had scme expo-
sure to the topic of sexism. Thirdly, of all the personnel
in the school, your child's teacher will be the most sensi-
tive to a parent's zoncern.

Converting the teacher is "where it's at." If that can-
not be done, nothing real is going to happen; the programs
will be form without subStance. DoW.t let your animosities
toward some of the teachers you have had to deal with blind
you to what some of the interesting, exciting, and dedi-
cated teachers can do and are doing in this area. Teachers
in good, creative schools are not mere functionaries; they
usually have power over their textbook choice, curriculum
revision, content of their particular courses, and the re-
sponsibility to make suggestions for professional workshops.
A good teacher can even flourish in an inhospitable environ-
ment.

If your teacher seems totally unaware in the area of sex
bias, a good strategy to use is a comparison of black-wh4'

.*All teachers,except those wLth lifetime certificates, are required to
take a course in human relations before being certified or re-certified.
Sexism is one component of_this course,

,)
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when talking of male-female. For example, if your child's
teacher uses the common and apparently harmless practice
of saying, "boys over here, girls over there," you can
point out that she wouldn't do the same thing with "blacks
over here, whites over there."

Use your best judgment about your approach and the
materials suitable for teachers since the level of aware-
ness will vary from one to another; but just remember that
the more you can document your views, the more effective
you will be.

HOMEWORK: Ifyour children arv in eZementary school,
they probably tell you about their life in school.
Look through their books for evidences of sex' bias.
Visit your child's class. Although you may feel
threatened by visiting your chiZd's teacher, make an
appointment to see her. Bring consciousness-raising
materials, and ask if she, too, is concerned about
this issue. Be reasonable and helpf4Z, and see if
you can gain a convert.

If your children are in secondary school, they
probably have many teachers. Ask your children if
any of them have shown an interest in this subject.
If so, get in touch with them, and offer your heZp.
See the chapter on teacher awareness for specific
suggestions for both elementary and secondary teachers.

Coux5elor5
Counselors are responsible for advising students about

their school program and about their post-high school
plan5. Counselors vary considerably in the way they carry
out this function. At one extreme is the counselor who is
primarily a record-keeper. He spends his time entering
test scores on forms, straightening out schedules, rou-
tinely approving programs, and passing out college cata-
logues. At the other extreme is the counselor who is a
true friend and advocate for the kids.

Because counseling is an area where sexist attitudes can be
so damaging, a more extended discussion of counseling can be
found in the chapter on sex-role stereotyping.
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Li brarian5
Librarians are responsible for the libraries within

their schools and in most cases have the authority to buy
the books for their libraries. In a large district, a
head librarian may make the final approval of the books,
but generally a building librarian has a good deal of
autonomy. Because of this independence from the rest of
the bureaucratic structure, you are very likely to have
more success with less hassle here than in other attempts
to change the schools. Again it is a process of raising
the awareness of the librarian and convincing her that the
sex-stereotyping in children's books is harmful to kids.

In visiting your librarian you have two advantages:
one is that parents seldom take any interest in library
books except for the negative book-burners, so your lib-
rarian will probably welcome the attention from someone
who has constructive suggestions About library books.
People who respect books have a natural empathy. The
second advantage is that you will have concrete proposals
which are easy for her to carry out since she has to buy
books anyway.

HOMEWORK: Visit your school librarian after calling
ahead to find out what time is convenient for her.
Take along studies showing sex-stereotyping in child-
ren's books and any other materials you think useful
to raise her level of awareness. Take along book
lists of children's boks which have been approved
by feminist tTganizations. Be pleasant and reason-
able and positive so you will not be branded a
book-burner. Do not ask her to remove bookA, but
emphasize that you want a balance in the library.

Emphosize the cumulative effect of so many books
showing girls as passive and boys as active, etc.
She will be pleased that you, too, consider chiZd-
ren's books important in developing attitudes and
values. Leave the materials and lists you brought
and say you'll be interested in hearing from her
later about the usefulness of the lists.

9 5
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Stactent5
Students are supposed to be what education is all

about, but in reality they are practically powerless in
the schools. It is worth talking to the kids, however,
because only from them will you get a truly honest pic-
ture of what goes on in the schools. Your children,
their friends, and your friends' children are therefore
your best source of information about what really happens
in your own district.

In talking to the kids you can find out such things as:
Do they allow boys more sports acttvities than girls? Do
they play boys against girls in classroom games? Do they
punish boys by making them sit with the girls? Do they
encourage girls to think about a career beyond motherhood
and housekeeping?

Are shop and home-ec open to both boys and girls? Do
the boys get to use athletic facilities more than girls?
Do the counselors discourage girls with aMbition? Do
Family Life classes singularly glorify motherhood and the
nuclear family? Do the health classes for girls talk
about grooming and popularity? Does career education
reinforce stereotyped roles? Do the Health movies empha-
size masculine and feminine roles and behavior? Can
cheetleaders ride on the same bus with the boy athletes?

HOMEWORK: Ask the kids you know some of the questions
listed above plus any other questions ofparticular
interest to you. Ask them if loomen's lib" has been
discussed in any of their classes. Ask them what was
said. Offer to come and talk to classes about fem-
inist issues. Publicize your liberation group if
you belong to one and encourage high school girls to
join. Notify the students in charge of assemblies
that speakera and films are available, and offer to
help set up an assembly program for them.

9 6
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Budlet and Finance
Before trying to charge specific practices of the

schools it in helpful to understand some of the real
problems of the schools and to understand some of the
ways in which schools operate.

Alartel TYNDLble5
(

The biggest problem facing the schools dt this time is
the limitation on money available to them. In the past,
schools could decide what they wanted to spend, and tben
levy the taxes for it. Since 1970, however, there are
levy limitations imposed by law, so the schools now must
function within a restricted budget. At the same tinAce
enrollments in many schools'ere dropping, particularly in
the.elementary grades. Taken together, this means ttiat
some districts are laying off staff rather than hiring
them and dropping programs rather than adding them. This
is a reality which will make your job harder.

It means, for instance, that if you are concerned with
a social studies department that is all male (because
they were hired as zoaches), there will be no way to
create a balance when no new teachers are being hired.
Similarly, if you are concerned with the athletic budget,
it may be that boys' programs will have to be cut if
there are to be girls' programs added. Although schools
show no lack of imagination in making excuses, lack of
funds is nct an excuse bUt a reality. You will just have
to present proposals which fall within the budgetary re-
strictions of your school district.

rimagct Procedure5
Since proposals you make will be dependent on the money

available, it is useful to know something about the bud-
geting procedures in your district.

The fiscal year for school districts runs from July 1
of one year to June 30 of the next. The school year
1973-1974, for example, falls within the fiscal year
1973-1974 (sometimes referred to as fiscal '74). The
school budget must by law be formally approved and
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adopted by October 10 of the fiscal year for which it
is planned; e.g., October 10, 1973, for fiscal '74.

Prior to formal adoption, most boards hold a public
hearing on the budget. This, however, is no time for
argument or proposals. By the time of this meeting the
numbers are well set, there is little flexibility left,
and the hearing is just a formality. There remain,

neVertheless, reasons to attend the public hearing on
the budget: the board-and administration are particularly
vulnerable when they see in total how much of other peo-
ple's money they are spending; the board and administration
can be hassled about what they have or haven't done (which

is always fun); and you can get good publicity because the
press is always there.

The process of putting the budget together, however,
starts at least a year earlier than the formal hearing and
final adoption. In many districts it is practically a
year-round affair. A typical time sequence is: September

to November for major Changes in priorities and programs
for the following year; December to March for the adminis-
tration to put a tentative budget together; And March to
June for the board to review, revise, and approve the line
items. Therefore, the closer the budget is to formal
adoption, the less flexibility there is in adjusting the

figures.

A review of the budgeting process for moSt school dis .; :

tricts clearly show that you cannot expect changes that
cost money within a current school year; you must press in
the fall and winter of one year for changes in.the next.
The heavy work of budgeting for the coming year is done
between December and May, and you will be most effective
if you make proposals early in that time. Similarly,

stAffing proposals should be presented in January or
February since teacher contracts for the coming year are
issued by March 20.

The procedure for building the budget can take one qf

two forms: either starting from the bottom up or from the

tOp down. In the forme 7ase, teachers and other staff

members make.proposals r their needs, these are re-
viewed and revised and expanded by principals, who then
pass them on to the curriculum directors or assistant
superintendents for revision and review, and so on up the

hierarchy. Under the second method, the top management
apportions money to the different schools and programs,
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usually on a per-pupil basis, and it is up to the princi-
pal or program director to decide how the money will be
spent. This latter method is becoming more common now
that levy limitations have put a lid on spending. In
either case the school board has final approval of all
budget figures.

School boards vary in their involvement with the
budget-building process. Some boards just routinely
approve the budget during various stages of its develop-
ment, while others wiil question each item in detail at
each step. In either case it is hard for the board to
know where the money really goes because school budgets
lump figures together in ways which seem to deliberately
obscure the way money is spent. For example, the line
item "Student Activities--Salaries" may be a lump sum
covering salaries for all coaches, club advisors, band
directors, etc. There is no way to tell from the budget
how much is actually spent for football and how much for
dramatics. It takes a great deal of pressure, even from
a board member, to get rational figures from the school
administration. The figures are there, but no one wants
to go to the trouble of digging them out, nor in many
cases do they want you to know what is actually spent for
football compared to dramatics.

1314.5ine55 .)tcknager
The role of the school business manager has not been

discussed previously because his position is somewhat
outside the educational hierarchy of the schools. The
business manager is responsible for all the non-educational
aspects of the system. -- buildings and grounds, secretarial
staff, food services, transportation, and purchasing -- laswell as responsible for all bookkeeping and accounting in
the district. All budget figures, therefore, should be
available in his office. In most cases, however, the
business manager will not develop figures at your request,
but does so only for members of the administration or theboard. A simple phone call to the business manager will
tell you how cooperative he will be with the/general pub-lic. If he won't develop figures for you directly, re-
quest them of the board or the administration. Your phone
call will not be a waste, in any case, because you cin
also ask him what budgeting procedures and timet0,1e your
district uses.
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5tratey 5 for Action.

If you have followed some of the homework guides in the
first section, you probably now have a good idea about the
structure and practices in your own school district, who
makes which decisions about what, and how much support and
resistance you can expect. But knowing this is only the
first step in dealing with sexism in the schools. You will
now have to think of some strategies as you try to change
some of the practices and influence the personnel.

It would be nice if you could just point out some of the
inequities and thereby have them changed -- but it doesn't
happen that way. Like all bureaucracies, schools suffer
from inertia and it takes a great deal of pressure to
change anything. This chapter is designed to give you an
idea about what your advantages and disadvantages will be,
and which strategies are likely to be successful.

Advantage, 1k Disc4vantle5
Your chief advantage in trying to change the school is

that it is considered appropriate for women* (and mothers)
to be interested in their children's education. For the
most part it is the mother who comes to parent conferences
or calls the principal. Men tend to limit their school
activities to standing up once a year and making a pitch
for fiscal responsibility 7- and getting elected to the
school board. You are therefore playing a role sanctioned
by society, and do not blow it by being hostile and taking
extreme positions. The press has had a field day ridicu-
ling "women's lib," and you can't afford to conform to
this image. You want the school to think of you as a con-
scientious mother concerned about her children's welfare.

This brings us to your chief disadvantage, which is
that women's liberation does not yet have wide public
support. It is much easier to change things when every-
one agrees with you. Although the feminist movement is a
growing one, public attitudes on the women's movement still
range mostly from indifference to what is considered a
marginal issue to outright ridicule and hostility. Your

*If you are male and reading this book, welcome to the sistdrhood.
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biggest problem will be convincing people that sexism is
a serious and important problem.

Just because your friends are lfberated, don't assume
the same is true of the general public. Most people, in
the schools and out, are unconsciously sexist. Although
you will meet agreement on such issues as equal pay for
equal work, you might as well accept the fact that when
you talk about such things as stereotyping and sex roles,
you will be met with a blank look.

The following strategies should help you as you try to
change this:

Docikie Kentation
The written word has more authority than the spoken

word, so it is important to have printed materials with
which to document your case. The Resource section lists
materials which are appropriate for various purposes, and
make sure you have enough copies to leave some with the
persons you see. Always bring soaething in writing, even
if it is only something you have writtea up yourself sum-
marizing the things you planned to discuss. The human
ear, particularly the male ear, has been trained to fil-
ter out the female voice; so make it hard for them to
forget you were there.

In gathering written materials, try to get documentation
on sexism in your own school to adcl_to the general studies.
See the Resource section for-diMpleR o:" this kind of in-
formation. You do not want them to ')f. at-le to say, "This
may be generally true, but not here The people in your
own school have little control ovel igs outside their
district (such as State High School League rules) so you
want to give them information about things they can change.

f0c1A5
AlthL,ugh there are many school practices you may want

to change, it is best to decide on one issue, one with a
good probability of success, and focus your attention on
it. Otherwise the issues will get confused, opposition
and resistance will be multiplied, and your energies dis-
sipated. This does not mean, for example, that you should
wait until the schools spend the same amount on girls'
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athletics as they do on boys before you raise another
issue; but you should be aware that you will accomplish
little if you go off in all directions at once.

Xumber5
The school will always pay more attention to a number

of parents than to an individual. Most people tend to
gripe privately about the schools, but surprisingly few
ever even pick up the phone to call a board member, a
principal, or a teacher. Therefore, five mothers can
seem like a mob. If you belong to a liberation group,
you already have your built-in crowd. If not, it will
help to have allies in your community. Try contacting
your local chapter of N.O.W., the Minnesota Womee's
Political Caucus, either the DFL or GOP feminist caucuses,
or the League of Women Voters for the names of:persons in
your community who might be interested in this issue. You
could also sound out those who have been active in civil
and human rights organizations in your area.

If there is someone on your school board.who is sym-
pathetic to your cause, she or he may know of others in
the community who share your views. If-all.this fails,
try some consciousness-raising among your friends and
neighbors or by helping to arrange for a PTA,program
about sexism. And if you are still alone, go ahead any-
way; it is better for one person to act rather than none.

The Pre55
Although your views are not popularly accepted ones,

you can expect fair treatment from the local:press. Most
small town and suburban newspapers are heav4y staffed
with women Who are underpaid, overworked, and.hungry for
local news. There's even a good chance you will find an
ally among them, particularly if you are helpful about
providing the facts and figures for them. Use the press
only for cases of outright discrimination, such:ai the
athletic budget, differential in pay between Men and Wtnien'i.,
and other cases where hard numbers are on.yourside. "SeX
role stereotyping" is too abstract an issue to expect good
press from it.

You will find you are safer in dealing with the press
if you write the press releases yourself, as is common in
politics and business. By giving reporters written mater-
ial you are assured that the statistics at least are
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accurately published. This is an important step in avoid-
ing diversionary confrontations over whether or not the

"press reports" were accurate.

In addition to straight news stories, the letters to
the editor section provides a good way to get publicity.
You can write either as an individual or as a representa-
tive of your organization. Small town papers, particular-
ly, like getting letters from their readers, and will
almost always print them. See the Resource section for
sample press releases and letters to the editor.

Telr5i5ttria.
The normal bureaucratic reaction to any issue is to

ignore it in the hope that it will go away. Therefore

you must be prepared to be persistent. Do not think
that if you have finally documented an athletic budget
of $40,000 for boys and $2,000 for girls that anyone
within the school will automatically change it. You
must make it clear to the school authorities that you
consider this a serious issue and you will not go away
until something is done about it. Sometimes the schools
will do something just to get someone off their backs.
You will also be more effective if you have specific and
realistic proposals for change. It is much harder to
fight someone who is for something than someone who is
just against something without solutions to the problem.

While making it clear that you intend to be persistent,
do not be tricked into losing your cool. The schools have
devised a neat system for dealing with concerned parents:
they just ignore them until the parents becone frustrated
and rude and angry. Then the school can write,them off
as "kooks" and "rednecks" and go on with business as
usual. Do not fall into this trap.

ht5
Always remember that the schools belong to the people --

and that means you, not the staff and administration. They
use your money to educate yo,..L. children, and you have a
right to know what is going on in them. School board
meetings, by law, must be open to the public. School bud-

gets, by law, are open to you. The school buildings are
public property and you have a right to be there. School
personnel are public employees paid by your taxes.
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Schools say they welcome visitors, but in reality they
turn out to be structured to make you feel uncomfortable
when you visit. Similarly, they may treat you like an
interloper when you are trying to get budget figures.
But do not let this put you off -- insist on your right
to know. If necessary, fight for that right in public
and in the press. You are on the popular side on the
issue of the public's right to know.

The study of folklore in a primitive society found that the
stories passed down through the generations portrayed the
elders as wise, courageous and powerful and then it was
found that the elders were the storytellers of the tribe.

Sexism in Education
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One other area of power and influence in most school districts

is the local professional organizations that teachers and counselors

belong to. The teachers will have local groups that are affiliated

with either the Minnesota Education Association (MEA) or the

Minnesota Federation of Teachers (MFT).

Homework: Contact the local officers of the organization and find

out if:

1. They have a stand on the issue you are

interested in?

2. They have a local or state committee that is

working on the problem or would be willing to

work on the problem.

3. You can send them information on the change

you want.

4 They would be willing to aid you in dealing

with the school board.
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Questions and Projects from "Teaching About the 'Real' World - The School"

1. Make a chart of the power structure in the organization you are
working with or belong to.

2. Use the four kinds of influence: knowledge, wealth, power and
authority, to analyze a change that took place in an organization
you are working with or belong to.

3. Other questions on different kinds of influence:

A. When are different types of influence more effective than
others in bringAng about the desired change?

B. Which type of influence produoed more conflict?

C. Which type of influence blocked change?

Read about.a policy change at any level or unit of government
and then analyze it. Which type of influence wee most effective
in bringing about the change?

What other factors, such as the person's values, were important
in shaping the change?

D. Interview a decision-maker about a recent decision he or she
had to make. Analyze it.
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Lobbying the School Board

Source: Minneapolis Star, July 16, 1974

STUDENTS GAIN FAITH IN LETTUCE CAMPAIGN
By Betsy Barry

When the St. Paul School Board votei to initiate a lettuce boycott in the
public schools, it restored some high school students' faith in "the establish-
ment."

"It needs a lot of reform, but we proved that if you really want something,
it can be done," John Mahoney, one of the students, said. Before the board's
vote last week, John had "absolutely no faith in the system," he said.

The lettuce boycott wis something 18 students "really wanted" and worked
four months to get.

It started as a research project in a social-science class in March,
but by the end of the school year it grew into a drive for a full commit-
ment from the school board.

The students were from St. Paul's New City School, a learning center for
students from all the high schools in the city.

During the four months, they studied the history and practices of labor
unions, the legislative process, the social conditions of migrant workers Eolci
some economics. But what they said they learned was what their instructor,
Stephen Sandell, called the project's purpose: to learn how individuals can
affect government.

"I wanted them to realize how important they each are to the process of
government," Sandell said. "I didn't care which side of the issue they decided
to sympathize with, just so they made a decision and did something about it."

The students said they weren't always sure they were getting any-
where. "We were first supposed to appear at the board's June 4 meeting,
but somehow we didn't get on the agenda," said John Oren, one of the
students.

At the board's June 18 meeting the students presented their arguments for
a boycott, but they were told to come back two weeks later after the board had
time +0 think it over and get a recommendation from the school administration.

"At tines I felt we were being put off," Mahoney said, "but I guess that's
part of the process we had to learn."

The students, whose numbers had dwindled from 18 to four because of summer
vacations, returned last Tuesday to hear a report from the chief dietician, Mxs.
Virginia Ball, who said in a memo to the board that substitutes for head lettuce
would be too expensive, and to hear Supt. George P. Young recommend there be no
boycott.

Young also said at the meeting,though, that he would endorse whatever the
school board decided.

After a short discussion and comments from the students and a United Farm
Workers' representative who said Mrs. Ball's price estimates were a year old and
didn't account for the past year's inflation, the board voted 5 to 2 to initiate
a boycott.

"We actually did it," Carol Berde, one of the students, beamed after the
vote. "I never thought we would, but I guess the system does work."

Reprinted with permission from thP Minneapolis Star.
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Starting in September, there will be no head lettuce used in public school
lunches. "The kids will probably be eating a lot more cole slaw and celery and
carrot sticks," Mrs. Ball said, "and we'll be substituting leaf lettuce, endive
and escarole," she said.

Young and board members Emery Barrette and Howard Guthmann, who opposed
the boycott, all said they sympathize with the migrant workers' cause, but feel
that as public officials these views should not be imposed on other people
through a boycott.

James Griffin, a board memuer who voted for the boycott, said, "I think we
have to haves. little compassion for people like these and if people like us
don't provide the leadership, who will?"

All of the board members and Young complimented the students on their
research and their presentation to the board. "They really did their home-
work on this one," said Board Chairman Mts. G. Theodore Mitau.
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Title: Political Action
Topic: Lobbying in the Minnesota Legislature

Source: From the MPIRG Lobbying Kit
Minnesota Public Interest Research Group
3336 University Ave. S.E.
Mpls., Mn. 55414, (612) 376-7554

INTRODUCTION

Do the bills and issues affecting the Minnesota Legislature have anythingto do with you, a Minnesota collegp student, housewife or businessman? Doyou feel that you can afford to sit back and remain unconcerned about whatis being done with your money, by the representative you helped elect, overissues that, sooner or later, will come to grips with you and your futureexistence?

Or do you feel that perhaps you can--and should--become involved in avital process that, like it or not, does have a direct bearing on your present4nd future life as a Minnesota citisen? If so, then consider the idea behindthis kit: becoming a full-fledged lobbyist for a bill which for you holds
great impact over your life and the lives of those around you. Just whatis a lObbyiat? He or she could be defined as an individual representing
himself/herself or a concerned group, who, through direct personal action,seeks to influence current legislation that the individual and/or organize,.tion feels strongly affected by. A lobbyist ill also an 'information center'for his/her legjelator(e). Believe it or not, you as a lobbyist aro a metimportant source of information to your Senator or Representative. Mud: ashe'd like to, a legislator simply cannot attend every hearing, read everypiece of litirature and.be up on the latest voter feeling about his piece of
legislation. You as a wellwinformed lobbyist can help fill in lot of gaps
'thit,could have positive effects on the way the legislator will act in thefinal outcome concerning the issue you or your group is lobbying for. 1413.byists and lobbying groups can be extremely influential when it comes togetting what they want. But only informed end knowledgable lobbyists canget the job done, lobbyists who know what they're about. And that's where theMPIRG Lobbying Kit comes in. It is a portfolio of lobbying 'essentials'designed for those to whom the thought of personally attacking Capitol Hillmight seem a little far...fetched, it not downright overwhelming. But withthe help of some concerned friends, some well-planned organizational strategyand the information contained herein, you III make your voice heard to legislo.tors on issues that most concern you. DO NOT feel that you have no say inwhat is taking place up on Capitol Rill these days. A lexislator can hardly
refuse to listen to those who helped put him/her into "tics and to thosewho can become invaluable information centers to him/her.
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ORGANIZING PERSPECTIVES:

PLANNING, PEOPLE AND PUSH

Now that you've read the introduction and*become familiar with the general
purpose of lobbying, consider the following: What can you, as the campus
representative for MPIRG, do on your own level--i.e., the organizational--
to get a forceful lobbying movement set up on your particular campus?
The answer to this is not so difficult as you probably think.

Your role, as the "organizer,"will focus mainly on set-up, rather than follow
up, because once you've organized a strong lobbying movement its own force of
momentum will soon be carrying it smoothly along--provided that the initial
planning and push behind it were strong enough in the first place.

Thio is where you and MPIRG's Lobbying Kit come in. The kit provides you
with information and useful tips while you provide the planning, the people
and the push needed to put everything to its fullest possible use in a
lobbying movement. The parable of the tiny mustard seed can be brought to
mind here, for if such an insignificant beginning can produce such big results,
so can your lobbying effort in the long run. How is it possible for a single
"mustard seed" (YOU--MFIRG organizer) to start a lobbying movement that will grow
into a big enough "tree" to have some "deep rooted" effects up on Capitol Hill?!
Read on! The following may help in setting up some organizational guidelines:

1. The Planning

This is the backbone, the"trunk" of your lobbying effort. The foresight
and resourcefulness you exercise in this area will determine the success-
fulnessof your final lobbying evaluation.

Pull together a small core of people -- 'contacts' you know fairly well,
'reliable.' who keep up with and are interested and/or involved in
?VIRG developments. After a bill has been decided upon, it will be these
people, along with you, who can be counted upon to act as organizers,
key information centers and 'promoters' for generating other peoples'
involvement in your cause.

.2. The People

If planning is tho "trunk" of your lobbying effort, then tho people be-
hind it are its lifeblood, its branches and offshoots. Without their
involvement and dedication, your "tree" would soon wither and die. Your
'people power' should have a well-organized division of labor with every-
f,no carrying out their delegated responsibilitiesdon't bother with
those who er,Ifese to'be invm1v6d but won't follow through on their re-
sponsibilities, even if it merely comprises a few phone calls. Those
unmade calls could turn out to be very costly in the long run! Your
planning and overall management when dealing with everyone at this
level should produce a dedicated and organized movement. You, as the
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prime 'mover,' draw the 'core' people, campus contacts and reliable
frienda; they in turn each draw a friend or friends willing to do what
might turn out to be a lot of 'busy' work but which nonetheless has to
be done by somebody; and these workers in turn can draw in a 'friepo of
a friend of a friend' type, who, although not vital organizational com-
ponenta, can nonetheless perform important functions at some time or
another. Even if it only involves a single instance, a 'friend of a
friend' can be of great help simply by being in the right place at the
right time. These example are drawn to show you that your.organization
can mushroom from a few core people to hundreds --it doesn't have to re-
main small to remain effective.

3. The Push

Here is what will make your "tree" attain its final, successful goal--
the push, the driving force that lies behind planning and people. The
impetus you initially give to your lobbying movement and the more in turn
that everyone else involved pushes it along will most likely determine
its final outcome. Success or failure? That is strictly up to yoth, .

your organization and the drive and dedication you put into your lobby-
ing offort. Remember the mighty mustard seed, and that mountains have
been made out of Capitol hills.
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Section 1: HOW TO LOBBY

"There is simply no substitute for the voice of the voter".
(From "How to Influence Your Congressman," G. Alderson, Friends
of the Earth).

But how you get your lobbying effort to exercise its voice is the
crucial factor in determining its effectiveness as a lobby.
Following are the three main ways in utich you can get people to
become raalitios to their legislators:

1. A letter or telegram
2. A persuasive conversation (either phone and/or face-to-face)
3. A follow-up letter and/or conversation.

Mow tips for helping your group effectively carry out its work
in the three areas outlined above:

I. The Letter

The letter should fulfilla two-fold purpose:
1) impart useful information to the legislator about the
bill you are lobbying for; and 2) influence the legislator
enough so that he will come to vote on the bill the way
your group wishes. You may not influence the legislator
enough in the first letter(or even the last) but at
least you have made a step in the right direction.
So to be sure that your letters get across the impact
and information you want, have the letters written,with the
following points kept in mind;

a) State the particulars of the bill, its Mime, House
and Senate file numbers, and short summary (abstract) of
its purpose.

b) Become familiar with all aspects of the bill, its pros
and cons and also the legislators' position on it. Find
out how the legislator voted on related issues in the past.
This way, a form reply letter may be avoided by your being
able to ask specific and concise questions regarding the bill.
It also demonstrates to the legislator that the letter-
writers are concerned enough about the issue to do some
extra homework on it.

c) A well researched, informative letter can become an
invaluable aid to the legislator, especially on environ-
mental issues about which he cannot possibly know all
there is to know. 3y giving him/her strong, factual and
concise information, you can provide your legislator with
the information he/she needs to withstand argumentation
and debate over your bill and to then vote properly on it.

d) Give intelligent reasons for your position and mention
the bill's possible impact on the legislators' constituents,
the people who put him/her into office.
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e) In general, be helpful and never threatening.
"The best threat is the unvoiced one that consists
of a pile of thoughtful letters asking the legislator
to take a stand; he knows that those WRITERS will be
voting in the next election." ("How to Influence
Your Congressman', ibid.)

The Persuasive Conversation:

The persuasive conversation, which can take place
either over the phone or by personally confronting the
legislator on Capitol Hill, sgould make use of all of the
points mentioned above. Lobbyists taking this personal
approach should always remember to be especially courteous,
to be well-informed andarticulate so that the possibility
of a sticky situation ever arising can be ruled out.

Sections 2,3, and 4 of this kit are compilations of
information in regard to the "Who, Where, When and Hows"
of reaching legislators. The best way to see a legislator
is to make an appointment to see him/her at his/her office

, on Capitol Hill. Or, if you live far from St. Paul, make
it a point to corner the legislator when he/she returns
to the home turf, which can be often as most legislators
like to keep in touch with their constituents. Hopefully,
the following sections will provide all the necessary
information needed to track down your legislators in person.

Once contact has been made with the legislator(s),
it is extremely important to keep in touch and follow up on
any action taken. Do not harass legislators, but do not
feel that your bill is 'home safe' just because some concerned
letters have been written or personal contact has been made
with the right legislators. Follow that bill through to the
end, keeping a close watch on all develoments and maintaining
a constant comunicative network through letters, visits to the
Capitol whenever possible, newspaper clippings and just in-
formed people who can always be available for up-to-date in-
formation on the status of your bill.

If, in the end, you feel that your legislator(s) did his/
her part, be sure and let him/her know of your appreciation
and offer to keep in touch over any future related issues.
However, if you feel that things could possibly have turned
out better because the legislator failed to take action one
way or the other, get in touch and try to find out what went
wrong. Either way, at least your lobby will have the satis-
faction of knowing that it's become a reality to some
legislators, and that voters' voices count in our legislative
processes. 113
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Section 4: NOW THAT YOU'RE DOWN AT THE LEGISLATURE

This section should be of help to you now that you've made it
down to the Capitol Building itself . . . Read on!

1) General Information:

HOUSE

1. Chief Cle-k's Office - Room 211 - Tel. 296-2314

From this office you get copies of House bills, House
journals, calendars, committee schedules and assignments,
and lobby registration cards, report forma for lobbyists.
(For map of Capitol and pictures of legislators go to
information desk on main floor off Rotunda.)

2. House Index - Room 211 - Tel. 296-6646.

To locate a bill - find out nutber, authors, status, committee
assignments, call Index.

3. Committee meetings and information on agenda - posted outsfde
Rooms 211

10 (minority)
17 (majority)

4. For changes in agenda or to make sure meetings are being held,
call office of Chairman of Committee and check with Chairman's
secretary.

5. There are 75 subcommittees of standing committees. These
usually don't put out a printed report of their interim work.

One can check House Research Department for information on these
sub-committees' work.

Permanent Interim Commissions will have printed reports avail-
able - House Research Department - 18G (through the door of 17G).
This department will bemoving to the basement in the future.
Tel. 296-6753.

SENATE

1. Secretary of the Senate - Tel. 296-2343 Room 234

2. Get copies of bills, calendars, senate proceedings, committees,
committee assignments and lobbying registration cards and reportforms.

Index - Room 234 - Telephone 296-2887

To learn status of bills, authors, numbers, etc.
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3. Senate Counsel - Room 107s - /.el. 296-2511.

For information on reports an interim studies.

4. Committee meetings information and agenda will be put up
on bulletin boards in the 2nd floor corridors several places
as well as outside of Secretary of Senate office.

2) It is vital that you sign up in the chief clerk's office (Room 211)for lobbying as soon as you get down to the Capitol or,if you intend
to do anything At all in regard to your bill. There are severe advantages
to having your name on record as a lobbyist, two of the most iscortantbeing that: 1) you can be quickly contacted when something comes up about
your bill and you're not around; and 2) if you should testify before
a committee about your bill (and this.can be an extremely important methodof getting support for your bill), the committee can throw out everything
you've ever offtcially said or done regarding your bill because you weren't
registered as a lAbyist.

3) HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF A COMMITTEE MEETING:

1. Committee schedules are printed at the beginning of the session.
The standing committees meet on a regular basis at their
scheduled times. The sub-committees are scheduled by the committe
chairman and a schedule of these mnetings may be obtained from
the committee secretary.

2. Uhen you arrive at the Capitol check the committee schedule on
the bulletin boards outside of room 211, 10 and 17(House) and
outside of the Senate Index.

3. If you don't have one already, get a copy of the bill or bills
to be' heard. You can look at a copy in the House Index. The
Phillips Legislative Service provide copies at a nominal charge.
The chief author often has copies of his bill available.

4. Arrive early enough at the meeting so that you can:

a. identify committee members as they take their places.
b. identify other persons who will tesiify.

Legislators wear name tags but unless you sit near the fron you
may have troUble reading them. If you go to enough hearings
held by the same committee, you will get to recognize not only
the legislators, but other lobbyists and interested persons.
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Pictures and seating arrangempnts in the charbers are'available
at the infopation desk on the first floOr shortly after
the start of the session.

5. Once hearing is under way pay strict attention (DON'T BUZZ!),
take notes on who said what if you can, and try to get the
gist of arguments pro and con, questions that committee
members ask and the tenor of committee reaction.
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HOUSE COMMITTEES

COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS
COMMITTEE ON CITY GOVERNMENT
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEE ON CRIME PREVENTION
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION
COMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENTAL PRESERVATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES
COMMITTEE ON FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND INSURANCE
COMMITTEE ON GENERAL LEGISLATION AND VETERANS' AFFAIRS
COMMITTEE ON,GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
COMMrTTEE ON HEALTH AND.WELFARE
COMMITTEE ON HIGHER EDUCATION
COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY
COMMITTEE ON LABOR-MANAGEMENT RELATIONS
COMMITTEE ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT
COMMITTEE ON METROPOLITAN AND URBAN AFFAIRS
COMMITTM ON RULES,
COMKITTEE ON TAXES
COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION

SENATE COMMITTEES

COMMITTEE ON COMMITTEES
EDUCATION
FINANCE
GOVERNMDITAL OPERATIONS
HEALTH,.WELFARE AND REHABILITATION
JUDICIARY
LABOR AND COMMERCE
LOCAL GOVERNMENT

METROPOLITAN AND URBAN AFFAIRS
NATURAL RESOURCES AND AGRICULTURE
RULES AND ADMINISTRATION
TAXES AND TAX LAWS

TRANSPORTATION AND GENERAL LEGISLATION



Topic: Executive Lobby
Title: Tom Kelm: A Man Who Knows How to Line up the Troops
Source: Minneapolis Star, Monday, Feb. 11, 1974

By Peter Ackerberg, Staff Writer

Tom Kelm, says his boss, Gov. Wendell Anderson, "Is one of the brightest, most
decent, competent, hard-working public officials I've ever met."

Others feel differently about the governor's executive secretary, chief staff
aide, strategist and lobbyist.

"He's sort of the Boss Tweed of the governor's office," says Rep. Ernest
Lindstrom, Richfield Republican and former House majority leader.

"He's probably the only blemish on the governor's record," says George
Conzemius, Senate DFL majority whip.

"If he's not a wir-at-any-price guy, he's very close to it," says a DFLer who
once lost a major political encounter with Kelm. "It takes him to the edge of
questionable conduct from time to time."

Kelm has made enemies across the state since 1948 when he first entered politics
at the age of 18 to volunteer his services for a DFL congressional campaign.

But he also has won many friends. They respect him for his political savvy,
his ability to organize supporters, negotiate compromises and win votes.

"He's a fine guy, a master of the political system and the best executive
secretary in my recollection," says David Durenberger, a Republican who served as
executive secretary to Gov. Harold LeVander.

"He fights hard and he lines up the troops, there's no question about that,"
says Forrest Harris, a member of the DFL executive comnittee who has often taken
the opposite side to Kelm in political battles. "But Tom has never dealt unfairly
with me."

Kelm looks and acts the way a political boss might. He stands 6 feet tall and
weighs 249 pounds. A cigar would fit the caricature better, but Kelm prefers cigam.
rettes. His chubby face is often seen only through a swirl of cigarette smoke. He
likes to try his luck at the gambling tables of Las Vegas once or twice a year.

When Kelm talks, his meaning is rarely unclear. He is not subtle. Charm and
tenderness is not what he is known for. He is forcefUl and blunt.

Kelm looks straight on - almost defiantly - at the person he is speaking to.
His face blushes to a shade or two deeper than cotton candy when he is excited or
angry, one of the few outward signs that Kelm might somewhere be vulnerable.

Some suspect he has a soft and sentimental streak.
"I guess I feel that inside that big frame there's a marshmallow," says Koryne

Horbsl, a member of the National Democratic Committee and coordinator of the DFL
Feminist Caucus. "But I might be wrong."

Kelm is more than a gruff and thick-skinned politician.
He lives with Mary, his wife of 23 years, in Chaska, and in addition to four

daughters ranging in age from 12 to 22, the Kelms in recent years have been sort of
foster parents to Brandon, a 3-year-old born illegitimately to a Minneapolis woman.

For two years, Brandon spent more time with the Kelms than with his mother,
but now, as he grows older, the Kelm are helping the mother and encouraging her to
assume more responsibility for Brandon.

"We kind of think of him as part of our family," Kelm said. "He's a beautiful
little boy."

Kelm spoke of him briefly during an interview in his spacious office adjacent
to the state Capitol office of the governor.

"When it comes to such things as human rights, civil rights, I don't take a
back seat to any of my liberal friends," Kelm said.

"I just refuse to have it hanging on my sleeve all the time. It's not how you
talk, but maybe it's the little things you can do in private that nobody ever knows
about that really count when it comes to the area of social reform and social
consciousness."
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Kelm says he fears the adverse affect on his family of news media accounts
about his activities "that can leave the wrong implication."

In May 1973, Sen. Charles Berg of Chokio, then a Republican but now an inde-
pendent, accused Kelm of offering a "bribe" to vote for a highway bonding bill.
Kelm offered to build Hwy. 12 from Willmar to Benson if Berg would vote for the
measure, Berg asserted. Kelm vigorously denied the charge. A suggestion by one
Republican leader that legal action might be taken against Kelm never materialized.

In September, Kelm denied he had illegally used corporate funds for political
purposes during the 1970 campaigp in which he was a top aide to Anderson. As
president of the now defunct Polar Panel Co., Kelm in 1970 hired Anderson and DPI
campaigp aides. Kelm said they were hired for company business, not political
activities. Republicans hired an attorney to explore the possibility of legal
action against Kelm, but so far no formal charges have been lodged.

"It's not pleasant to be told by your daughter in college that a story about
your father is used as a subject matter in a politioal science class," Kelm said.

During a legislative session, Kelm's main job is to help get the governor's
proposals approved. Many at the Capitol think he is more likely to use threats and
pressure than persuasion in lobbying.

Anderson believes this image is largely due to the way Kelm looks. "It's
always easy when you don't have any other basis for doing so to make a charge that
might fit a person's physical mold," says Anderson.

Kelm says some of his critics confuse political horsetrading, which he calls
a minor technique, with pressure tactics. Others are sore losers, according to Kelm.

"I suppose to a lot of people I have a oh, how do I express it? I come on
strong, I come on hard....

"In order to get things done you have to....sometimes respect the position of
someone else and say, 'All right, I'll help you aet this done if you help me get this
done.'

"As long as I don't think what they want is immoral or wrong...I have no aver-
sion to saying, 'If I can help you with this, I'll do it.' Or when you may suggest
to someone at times, 'Yeah, I'll help you on your project...now I'd like some
support for this position.'

"There's nothing wrong with that."
Are you guided lxr a win-at-any-price attitude? Kelm was asked.
"If you work hard, strongly believe and beat someone once in a while, you'll

have that statement made about you," Kelm said. "I don't think it's possible not
to. If you lose they'll never make that statement about you.

"I always challenge anybody when they talk to me about using strong tactics.
There are two types of people I have a very hard time dealing with, and whom I
will never get in the same bed with or be friendly with.

"That's the radical left and the radical right because these are two groups who
believe their cause is so right they can do anything, use any means to win."

Berg, the senator who accused Kelm of offering a bribe, calls Kelm a "ruthless
operator." Kelm "is the best thing Republicans have going for them," he adds.

Berg, a lobbyist for the Minnesota Real Estate Taxpayers Association during
the 1971 session, believes Kelm tried to gat him fired.

Kelm says he spoke to Jerry Deal, then executive director of the taxpayers
association, about Berg. "I did not ask Deal to fire him. I just complained
bitterly about that approach and said I don't think the individual (Berg) was serv-
ing the constituency that was paying him."

Deal says if Kelm had suggested firing Berg, "I would have told him (Kelm) to
go to hell." Because Berg refused to follow directions from the taxpayers' associa-
tion he was not retained as a lobbyist, according to Deal.

Ma. Horbal has worked with Kelm for many years and in 1972 was, like Kelm, a
Hunphrey delegate at the Democratic presidential nominating convention.

"Our relationship has always been honest and open," she says.
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She recalls how Kelm unleashed his fury one night last year at Fiorito's, a
St. Paul drinking and dining spot.

Kelm angrily denounced the new formed DFL Feminist Caucus because Ms. Horbal
had suggested the possibility of withholding support from DFL candidates who don't
support the organizations positions and of working for other candidates, seys
Ms. Horbal.

"He's much more interested in power and I more in issues and what the party
stands for," MS. Horbal says. "He's much more interested in making a majority and
using the party for a mechanical tool.

"We're coming to the end of an era in which Tom has been effective, an era in
which the strong leader is able to bring a segment of the party along with him.

"Tom is a technician who goes and sees which way the wind is blowing....
Politics should be a human art, not just a cold game of electing people."

"I try to appt-sql to people's hopes and rights; Tom appeals to their fears."
Kelm, asked to respond to Ms. Horbal's last assertion, said he didn't use any

different tactics than normally when lobbying last session for ratification of the
equal rights amendment, a measure Ms. Horbal also lobbied for.

"I think people who make a statement like that - I take the high road and
somebody else takes the low road - are people who couldn't get the job done,"
Kelm said.

"And because they can't get the job done who gets hurt? They themselves don't
get hurt because they sit with their sanctimonious pride saying 'I wasn't willing
to compromise, I wasn't willing to talk to people and use practical approaches -

not threatening approaches - to malte my point."
DFLer Harris has been on the losing side of many party battles. Kelm 'was

often an effective part of the winning side.
When Harris in 1966 backed Lt. Gov. A.M. (Sandy) Keith for governor, Kelm was

in the camp of Karl Ro1vaag. When Harris in 1968 sought the presidential nomina,
tion for Eugene McCarthy, Kelm was working for Humphrey. In 1972, Harris worked for
Sen. George McGovern while Kelm did what he could to gain the party's presidential
nomination for Humphrey.

"Tom has never used unfair tactics in dealing with me," Harris says. "I've
heard people say thinge (ebout unfair tactics), but I've never had that kind of
evidence."

Harris contends Kelm "has been a pretty rational character in determining what
is possible and whs..; is not." He points to the area of corrections, and the gover-
nor's appointment in 1971 of Corrections Commissioner David Fogel, a controversial
reformer.

"I know there was a lot of opposition to Fogel and I know that Tom went to
bat for bringing him in and shaking things up," Harris says. "There was no great
political advantage to be gained from that and it certainly tended to increase my
respect for Tom."

Kelm's office wall has a picture of Harry Truman. Kelm said Truman is his
political hero and that he has probably read every published book about him.

It was Truman who had a motto on his desk: "The Buck Stops Here."
Kelm, on the day he was interviewed recently, had on his desk a Senate roll-

call listing those who voted for and against a certain bill.
It is one of the ways Kelm keeps track of his friends Aha enemies.

Reprinted with permission from the Minneapolis Star.
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Topic: Lobbyists in the Minnesota Legislator
Title: 1,200 Lobbyists 'Working for Lnve or Money
Source: The Minneapolis Star, Tues., Jan. 22, 1974, by Pat Marx

Editor's Vote: Pat Marx was a lobbyist in the 1971 and 1973 sessions of the Minn.
Legislature for the Joint Religious Legislative Committee, a pUblic interest lobby
of the Minnesota Catholic Conference, the Minnesota Council of Churches and the
Minnesota Rabbinical Association.

There are more than 1,200 lobbyists registered at the Minnesota Legislature
representing groups ranging from the Twin Cities Old Timers Club to large corpora,-
tions like Honeywell.

Lobbyists are hired by turkey growers, truck drivers, teachers and Twin City
Federal. They range from a 20-year-old woman to an 82-year-old man, earning from
nothing to $45,000.

Stephen Endean, 25,for examnle, is a novice, unpaid, full-time lobbyist for
the Gay Rights Legislative Committee while Robert Thornberg, 60 has lobbied for the
Minnesota Petroleum Council for 18 years and earns more than $26,000 a year.

Most registered lobbyists are concerned about only one or two bills, according
to Paul Johnson, a member of the state Senate staff. There are 102 individuals
registered who said they were associated with no group or employer.

Most others are volunteers for groups such as the League of Women Voters,
which has 32 registered lobbyists, and the Minnesota Citizens Concerned for Life,
with 11 registered lobbyists.

"Rarely did many of these individuals come to the Capitol more than once or
twice," said Johnson.

Only about 150 lobbyists make a living on what they win or lose at the
Legislature.

What the lobbyist does and how he operates is not commonly understood, nor is
the important role he plays in the legislative process.

"They present facts we don't have and point out situations we don't know
about," said Rep. Bill Quirin, DFL-Rochester.

The lobbyist's first Obligation, however, is to bend and mold legislation to
satisfy the interests of his client organization. Usually, his arguments, bills
and information will reflect the organization's bias.

Little time is spent appearing before committees giving public'testimony. Much
more tine is spent in drafting and re-drafting bills, lining up organizational
support for the lobbyist's position and discussing legislation privately with the
legislators.

Lobbying costs money - just how much is not really known.
Since the beginning of the 1973 session, Johnson said in a report to the lobby

registration committee, lobbyists disclosed spending $92,459 to date.
Johnson said, however, the disclosure reports don't indicate what is actually

rpent by lobbyists. The $92,459 reported to date probably is too low, he said,
btt he was unable to say what a more realistic estimate might be.

A good share of that money is spent entertaining legislators.
Thornberg, for instance, reported spending $903 for entertaining legislators

during the five-month 1973 session. He spent $315 in the last month of the
session when most of the legislation was being voted upon.

Last week, Thornberg said, he treated six legislators to drinks and dinner at
the Gopher Grill and nallivan's, two favorite haunts of lobbyists.

Thornberg described that affair and others like it as "friendly" get-togethers,
"we hardly do any business at these things."

In addition to frequent small meetings of legislators and lobbyists, several
lobbyists will give large dinners for legislators. The Teamsters, for example,
spent ,;84o for a mid-session dinner in 1973 at the Sheraton-Ritz Hotel in Minneapolis
attended by 102 legislators.
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Some lobbyists say they give such "get-togethers" and dinners to create good
will with legislators and particularly in the smaller affairs to'"get the legisla-
tor's undivided attention."

"I don't know of-any legislator whose vote could be bought for the price of a
dinner or a couple of drinks," said Rep. Fred Norton, DFL-St. Paul, who is chairman
of the House Appropriations Committee.

A lobbyist's money is most influential and persuasive, not so much in actual
lobbying, but in campaign contributions which may bear directly on how a legislator
votes.

David Roe, president of the 200,000-member Minnesota AFL-CI01,said much of
his power as a lobbyist is a result of labor contributions and endorsements.

Roe's organization spent an estimated $100,000 on legislative campaigns. But
precise figures are hard to come by since labor and business groups and lobbyists
are not required by the state Fair Campaign Practices Act to disclose their giving.

Sen. Jack Davies, DFL-Minneapolis describes campaign contributions as "a tax
on lobbyists." Davies is chairman of the Judiciary Committee.

"They are taxes which fall on those who are petitioning the government for
some special reason," Davies explains.

"Lobbyists will give to both sides, but more to the probable winner, so they can
always win," said Rep. Ernest Lindfield, who was the House majority leader in 1971.

J. Brainerd Clarkson, a lobbyist for Northern States Power Co. (NSP) with
close ties to the Republican Party, contributed $100 to a Senate DFL Caucus dinner
last fall - a favorite means for both caucuses of raising campaign money.

Clarkson, 65, is a Minneapolis attorney who has been one of the most-influen-
t:a' lobbyists at the Capitol ILimaxil) because he is experienced, knows the system
tud phyp meticulous attention to the details of the legislative process.

Clarkson, whe) looks like the corporate lawyer he is, carries a little brawn
notebook which eiAlines every bill introduced in the Legislature - few facts and
movements escape lam.

"Basically, I am a mercenary," says the gray-haired, conservatively dressed
Clarkson.

"What the board tells me to fight, I will fight. When they tell me not to
fight, I don't," Clarkson says.

As a true professional, Clarkson rarely speaks publicly, preferring to meet
in a legislator's office where they can quietly discuss Clarkson's positions.

The stakes of winning or losing can often be high and the professional in
particular can ill afford to lose a legislative battle.

In 1973, when Roe's group proposed a $2-an-hour minimum wage for all workers,
the retail and restaurant industry protested that it would cost them an estimated
$5 million to $8 million annually. When the bill did pass late in May it was
compromised at $1.80 an hour and the costs to industry were reduced to $3 million
to $5 million.

Experience and the ability to compromise, Roe and Clarkson agree, are what
distinguish the professional from the novice.

"If you aren't flexible and don't know when to compromise you simply don't
understand the art of lobbying," Roe said.

Some legislators say the intense and hard-nosed Roe isa. master of legislative
theatrics.

"He's like a pulling guard on a football team. When he comes, you move," said
one House Republican.

Roe, who is willing to point fingers and raise his voice, knows when to draw
the line and employ a rough-edged style of diplomacy.

Roe and Clarkson are experienced. Roe has been lobbying since 1955, When he
was president of the State Labor Trades Council. Clarkson has lobbied for NSP since
1951.

"You have to know the legislators to be effective and that takes time,"
Clarkson said. "Experience will help you know what to do and how to do it."
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One benefit of experience Roe and Clarkson share is access to the power
centers of both caucuses.

"Clarkson and Roe," said one legislator, "can go right to the power centers
while Chuck Dayton has to go all around to get support for his environmental legis-
lation."

Dayton, 34, and his law-firm partner John Herman, 28, are the prototypes of
a new breed of lobbyists who represent "the public interest." Formerly attorneys
for the Minnesota Pdblic Interest Research Group (MPIRG), they now have formed
their own environmental law firm mad represent the Sierra Club at the Legislature.

Dayton and Herman do not have the credentials of Roe or Clarkson. What
influence they generate is through their sophisticated understanding of the process
and their "public interest" images.

"Legislators would like to be regarded as environmentally concerned and if
they were remiss in their responsibilities we could go to the media and reveal their
errors," Dayton says.

Dayton and Herman, like most public-interest and volunteer groups, are largely
dependent on the willingness of the public to independently rally to their support.

What, according to legislators, makes a lobbyist effective?
t, "I appreciate lobbyists who are willing to go through the tedious work of

finding the facts and presenting rational arguments," said Sen. Winston Borden,
DFL-Brainerd, an assistant majority leader.

!"fhe good lobbyist can get you to accept his position and yet he allows you
to save fate, leading you to believe you're doing the right thing," Borden said.

"The amateur is the biggest nuisance," said another DFL senator, "The pro will
not waste your time. Inexperienced groups try to plow the same furrow."

"The professional lobbyist will not be demanding.. He will have a calm approacg!
said a DFL House member. "The amateur must learn that the legislative process is
built on compromise."

Reprinted with permission from the Minneapolis Star.
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Topic: Political Action - t:nanre

Title: ',Ater Writinr Do's and Don'ts
Source: When You Write to Washin77-TOr St. Paul)

The League of Women Voters.

The Fundamental Do's:

Do address your senator or representative rronerly.

Do write legibly (handwritten letters are fine if they are readable).

Do be brief and to the point; discuss only one issue in each letter; identify
a bill by number or title if possible.

Do use.your own words and your own stationery.

Do be sure to include your address and aign your name legibly. If your name
could be either masculine or feminine, identify your sex. If you have family,
business or political connectI..;:: related to the issue, explain it. It may
serve as identification when your point of view is considered.

Do be courteous and reasonable.

Do feel free to write if you hame a question or problem dealing with procedures.
of government departments. Congressional. offices can often help you cut through
red tve or give you advice that will save you time and wasted effort.

Do write when your spokesumn in Washington does something of which you approve.
Public officials hear moitly iron constituents who oppose their actions. A
barrage of criticism gives them a one-sided picture of their constituencies.
(A note of appreciation will make your senator or representative remember you
favorably the next time you write.)

Do include pertinent editorials from local papers. .

Do write early in the session before a bill has been introduced if you have
ideas about an issue you would like to see incorporated in legislation. If
you are "lobbying" for or against a bill, and your senator or representative
is a member of the committee to which it has been referred, write when the
committee begins hearings. If he is not,a member of the comm3ttee handling
the bill, write him just before the bill comes to the floor for debate and
vote.

Do write the chairman or members of a committee holding hearings on legis-
lation in which you are interested. Remember, however, that you have more
influence with senators from your state and the representative from your
district them with other members of Congress.
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The Fundamental Don'ts:

Don't sign and send a form or mimeograph letter.

Don't begin on the righteous note of "as a citizen and taxpayer." Your elected
representative assumes you are not an alien, and he knows ve all pay taxes.

Don't apologize for writing and taking his time. If your letter is short and
expresses your opinion, he is glad to give you a hearing.

Don't say "I hope this gets by your secretary." This only irritates the
office staff.

Don't be rude or threatening. It will get you nowhere.

Don't be vague. Some letters received in'congressional offices are couched
in such general terms that it leaves the senator or representative and his staff
wondering what the writer had in mind.

Don't just because you disagree'politically with your senitor or .representative
ignore him and write to one from another district or state. Congressional
courtesy calls for the recipient of such A letter tO foriard it to the congress-
man from the district or state involved.

Don't send a carbon copy to your second senator or representative vhen you have
addressed the letter to the first senatqr. Write each one individually; it's
the courteous thing to do.
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FURTHER READINGS

Congressional Reform: The Case Against Congress, Drew Pearson and Jack Anderson,
Simon and Schuster, 1968, pp. 462-463.

Legislative Reform: Uncle Sam, the Last of the Bigtime Spenders, William Proxmire,
Simon and Schuster, pp. 254-275.

Lobbying Costs: "Lobbying in Congress Cost $6.5 Million in '71," Minneapolis Tribune,
August 20, 1972.

Political Action -- Violence and Change: "Sociologist Says Urban Riots Led to Welfare
-Hikes," Minneapolis Star, July 16, 1974.

Some Ways To Influence Washington from Minnesota: "Who Runs Congress," Ralph Nader
report by Mark Green, James Fallows and David Zwick, a Bantam/Grossman paperback,
1972, pp. 246-288.

A Total Democracy -- How To Reform Our Inefficient Legislatures: "Instant Electorate,"
Robert Sherrill, Playboy Magazine, 1968, pp. 155 +.
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Introduction and Directions

Directicas:

Read the Introduction and the Questions and Projects. Design a project based
on.the materials in this section. Don't allow the ideas or materlals to limit
your choice of projects. Use them to develop your own involvement or research
project. Refer to the other materials as you work on your project.

Introduction:

Labels are probably used more in political science classes than in any of
the other social sciences. They are also used by the media in reportini on
politicians and legislatures.

This section has several activities to help the student define terms such as
liberal and conservative. It also has several activities for using the terms
once they are defined.

There are problems in learning to label on the basis of political beliefs. One
problem is that it teaches students to simplify and if they are not careful, to
label any person or any movement or solution that is unattractive.to them with-
out thinking. Another problem in labeling is that the meaning of the terms are
shifting as people and the soceity change. It is diffcult to teach that society
is complex and changing and that the definitions used today might not fit for too
long a time.

Another problem that makes labeling a complex process is thattheMbel clftep
times contains both the gaol (more security) and the means for ACOmp14s5ing
that goals(more government recordkeeping). Labeling tends tp"IgOklat.thg,gp4.1s
a person wants and label him or her on that rather than also irkluding in that lahel
what means a person is willing to use to accomplish that goal. The more important
a goal is to you the more you might be willing to use government to accomplish that
goal. It is important to try and find out what issues a persomor,group feqls the
strongest about when you go to label them. Those issues might,qffset views on all
the other issues.
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-Westions ahl Pro ects

1. 7:ake a snectrun of political beliefs on n sheet of peper like the one
below. Flit the attitudes towards change, human nature, the role of govern-
i-ont oivil riahts on your srectrun. (Those that went to carry liberal
--ils n an extre,,e or to use eYtrere rethods to achievo those ronls are
alle radi-rias. Those thflt went t lo the sere with constrvative goals

'nrre t-o.. on nnoiet :. ere called reectionaries. -he exercises in this
-orion will deal rore with the midlle '7f tbe,snectrum rather with the
oxtroren.

LIVPALS CONSERVATIVES

Chanre

:Rofrm must onne. :int only by The present system containc all the
Trn-r7te tools necessary for solvdng our problems.

'Jun= Jature

can exrent the best of :kith people and progrars need controls.

Role of Government

77'n -Afier41 Government can be a
tivo force and its role should

07-anded in sOlving social

71^ fir7t_concern .o:f,a society
Shnnld be the'rirhts of each

Civil Rirhts

State and local solutions are best.
Private solutions are even better.

The first concern of a society should
be,the security of each individual.

2. Define the term liberal and conservative. Look ur your definitions in a
dictionary. Compare the two.

De-elcr a series of niiestions that you think will heln define vhether a person
ir a liberal or conservative.

tbese definitions and terns to do the following activities:

A. Rate yourself politivilly. Are you more liberal thnn conservative or
more conservative than liberal.

B. Interview politicians runnin(7 for an office or read the literature put
out by then. Are they liberal or conservative in their political belief.s?
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C. Read the literature put out by each political party.. Libel the poli-
tical parties on your spectrum.

D. Interview people that you can talk to. Label then politically and then
explain your label to them. Are they comfortable with your label?

E. Read the article, "Political Raters Bestow Blessings." Rank the groups
from liberal to conservative on your political scale that did the
ratings on the politicians.

F. Look up the various groups that did the ratings on the politicans in
the article, "Political Raters Bestow Blessings." How much does the
definition of the terus liberal and conservative depend on the belief's
of the person defining the terms?

G. Read the article, "GM, You Can Relax Now." Is it liberal or conservam.
tive to want to turn from machines back to the horse and buggy?

H. What is the definition of "conservative" in the article by Suzaanah
Lessard, "The Real Conservatism"? Compare her definition to your
definition.

I. Go to a library and look at the issues of various national news maga-
zines. Rank them on your scale.

J. Read the articles on justice and judicial reform in this section. Rank
the authors on your liberal - conservative scale.

K. Go to a legislative committee hearing-in St. Paul. Summarize the various
views presented. Rank them on the spectrum.

4. Make a scale for just one of the factors that was used in defining the terns
liberal and conservative. Make your - security vs. freedom "balance beaur -
on a separate sheet of paper.

Individual National
Rights Security

Anarchy LI Totalitarianism

Going too far in one direction or the other might upset the balance of freedom
and security necessary in a democraey. Going too far in favor of security
might result in our government having total government control -- totalitarian-
ism. Going too far in favor of individual rights might result in the total
breakdowm of government in our soCiety -- anarchy.

A. Rank the articles in this section on privacy on this scale.

B. Nike a collection of viewpoints on a civil rights issue and rank them
n- 's scale.

a the article, "Mr. Law and What?" Which way do the courts seem to
moving on this scale?

D. Review the recent laws passed or those now being considered. Which way

does the legislature seem to be moving?
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5. Read the articles on Justice in this section. Write to the legislatures and
find out what bills are being proposed on Judicial RefOrm.

Rank the various solutions on a liberal-conservative spectrum.
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Political Beliefs

Source: The Is_n_ing Voter, pp. 99-101
John J. Patrick and Allen Glenn,
National Council for the Social Studies, 1972

To what extent do you hold equalitarian or libertarian political beliefs?What are the bases of your political orientations? The following exercise wasdesigned to help you to think more carefully about some of your political beliefs.

Indicate whether you agree or disagree with each of the following st'atements
by placing the letter "A" (agree) or "B" (disagree) in the space next to thenumber of each statement. If you are uncertain about whether you agree or disagreewith the statement, place the letter "C" in the appropriate space.

Part A: Equalitarianism Index

1. The government ought to make sure that everyone has a good standard of
living. (A. Agree; B. Disagree; C. Uncertain)

2. Every person should have a good house, even if the government has tobuild it.

3. If poor people cannot afford to pay for hospital care, then the govern-
ment should pay their hospital and doctor bills.

4. Every person should have the chance to try for a college education,
even if the government has to pay for this education.

5. The government should guarantee a living to those who canIt'find work.

6. All old people should be taken care of by the government if they can'ttake care of themselves.

Part B: Libertarian Index

7. If a person wanted to make a speech in this city favoring Communism,
he should be allowed to speak.

8. Books written against churches mnd religion should be kept out of our
pub2ic libraries.

9. If R person wanted to make a speech in this commUnity against churches
and relirion, he should be allowed to speak.

10. People should not be allowed to march on public streets in support of
better rights and opportunities for Black people.

11. People should not be allowed to make speeches against our kind of
government.

12. 3ome racial or rcliejous grours should be prevented from living in
certain sections of cities.

Reprinted with permission from the National Council for the Social Studies.
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:Mich of the items in Lhe two indices do you agree with? Write the nuMhers
t thene items on a separate sneot of paper. 3e prepared to tell why you agree
with these statements.

Which of the ite:Is do you diswrree with? Write the numbers of these iters
on a separate sheet of paper. Be prepared to tell why you disagree with these
staterrnts.

What do the indices reveal about the strengths of your support for liber-
tarinn and equalitarian political beliefs? To determine the degree of your
suPport for equalitarianism follow these directions.

1. kssirn yourself two points for agreeing with statements nuMber

2. Assirn yourself one point for each uncertain response.

3. Place the number of points you should receive for your responses to each
item on the "Equalitarianism Tally Chart."

h. Total the number of points in the "Tally Chart"; this is equalitarianism
score.

Tn determine the degree of your support for Jibertarianism, follow these
edrections.

1. Assign yourself two points for agreeing with statements nuMber 7 and 9.

2. Assign yourself two points for disagreeing with statements number 8, 10,
11, 12.

3. Assicn yourself one point for each uncertain response.

h Place the number of points you should receive for your responses to each
item in the "Libertarianism Tally Char

5. Total the number of points in the "Tally Chart"; this is your libertarianism
score.

To interpret your two total scores, see the "Libertarianism Indicator"
and the "Equalitarianism Indicator." According to these indicators, scores of
7-12 indicate a hirjl degree of libertarianism or equalitarianism; scores of

indfcate a moderate degree of liber ianism or equalitarianism; scores of
q-3 indicate a low degree of libertarianism or equalitarianism.
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EQUALITARIANISM TALLY CHART LIBERTARIANISM TALLY CHART

Item Number Points Assigned Item Number. Points Assigned

1 7

8
3 9
4 10
5 11
6

Total Score

12

lbtal Score

LIBERTARIANISM INDICATOR

12. 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1.
HIGH MEDIUM Lqw*..

EQUALITARIANISM INDICATOR

12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 3210
HIGH MEDIUM LOW

What were your scores? According to the indices, are you high, moderate, or
low in libertarianism and equalitarianism?

According to the indices, what is the meaning of libertarianism? What is
the meaning of equalitarianism? Try to write brief definitions of libertarianism
and equalitarianism which are consistent with the indices. Write your definitions
in the following spaces. Libertarianism is

Equalitarianism is

Now read the following formal definitional discussion of equalitarianism and
libertarianism which is consistent with the two indices.

Libertarianism refers to the protection of the right to dissent, to express
unorthodox socio-political beliefs. It implies political tolerance, the willingness
to grant equal rights and opportunities even to unpopular individuals or minority
groups. Libertarian sentiments and practices are checks against absolute majority
rule, which presumably leads to dictatorship.
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Individuals who express a high degree of libertarianism support the right
of freedom of speech and political action for unpopular individuals and/or groups
E6 well as more orthodox types. Political libertarians believe that unpopular
minority groups should have the same legal rights as others in the society.

Equalitarianism refers to the use of public institutions to provide more
equal opportunities in employment, health, and education. Many advocates of
democracy believe that civil liberties are necessary, but insufficient, guarantors
of "true" freedom. They claim that freedom of speech is not a very significant
right to hungry or diseased people.

A person with strong equalitarian beliefs expresses support for pUblic or
community programs in education, health care, and employment opportunities.
The "equalitarian" individual supports policies which contribute to a more even
distribution of wealth.
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Fri., Nov, 3. 1972

'TIS THE SEASON TO BE RANKED

Political raters bestow blessings, barbs.
'I he rating game is

snirihin being played
this tall by most congres
s inn a I incumle ins and
their wpottent lot I eulec
1 ion.

Many spccial interest
grimes motion or the per.
tor nia nee lot ii III cressmen
according to their own in-
terests and t hen a I t he end
ot the session rate the rep-
resentatives.

Among those making
such ratings arc Ameri-
cans for 04.mocnitic
lion (ADA), Common
Cause, and the New Re-
puhlic magazine, which
generally give favorable
ra I I ngs to congressmen
with liberal voting re.
cords,

Cnnservat lee oriented
rating grooms include the
American Conservative
Union (ACV), the Ameri.
can Security Council and
the Americans fnr Consti-
tutional Act Um (ACM.

Other gr on pa which
don't necessarily reflect a
liberal or conservative
tone,e but whim h provide
ratings include the 1,eagUe
of Women Voters, the Na.

innal Associated %nod.

Ilr'AMC11, the National
I. a rmer a Union, the
I edam. nf Conservation
V nt er a, Consumers
Federation and the AFL.
CIO,

many s i 2rclup rat
the ", ,men on their
% !le same

five groups
rank , members on
their v.,,es on an amend.
ment In eliminate funding
fitc the DI omber,

A conttres4man voting
to eliminate the funds got
n favorahle rating from
the New Republic and the
AIM but an unfavorable

rating from the American
Secarity Council, the ACU
and the ACA.

(II her it .4

tracted attention Itiom
raters were votes on coml.
(ordered bir mg, an ameod
men( LO tue ioall Waters
bill that would have pro.
hihited the discharge oi all
pollutants by 1081, a vole

to delay implenterw:linn
4.: increases in the niini

Witge and the vote to
override President Nixon's
ve,u, of the IIEW-Labor
department .4)101 yrialifni

A vole to ban court, or-
dered busing is rated fa-
vorably by the ACA and
unfavorably by the League

of Women Voters, AnA.
the New Republic and
Common Cause.

A vote for Ow .6nioloi
ment prohibit ing Niko inn
discharge wits ratei I favor.
ably by the New Republic,
ADA and Common Cause,
A vote against the amend-
ment was rated favorably
by the ACA and the ACU.

1r4q ^trznraRA a,NGS f.; A-4;00SL. Fr/Li/ad.,...)
ADA ACU ACA CC NR LWV NAB NFU AFL it.SC CFA LCV

0'
oe

w
m

w
m

w
,o

).
.11

w
m fro mw w/0 co

ID
ir
1 0

¶,
Albert Quoie, K .... 15 60 71 44 b 56 100 57 19 90 0 67
Aneber Nelsen, It .. 0 69 SI 0 0 33 89 50 19 100 0 6
Bill Frenzel, K .... 62 33 42 88 36 75 90 57 19 SO 100 70
Joseph Korth, D 92 0 7 100 90 100 0 86 89 0 50 68
Donald Fraser. I) .. 112 14 4 jell 100 89 9 100 90 0 100 80
John Zwach, R 46 21 61 68 50 67 72 83 43 78 50 40
Bob Berglund, D ... 85 0 2 lila 10 100 0 100 82 10 0 50
John Blatnik, D 34 11 4 50 81 MI 0 100 00 17 50 47

Legend: ADAAmericans for Democratic Action; ACU American Conservative
Uninh; AC1Americans for Corstit Minn al Action; CCCommon Cause; NRNew
Republic magazine; LWVLeague of Women Voters; N,U National Associated
Businessmen; NFUNational Farmers Un ion; Allr-American Federation of Labor;
ASOAmerican Security Council; CFA Consumer Federation of America; LCV
League of Conservation Voters.

Reprinted with permission from the Minneapolis Star.
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FURTHER READING ON PRIVACY

"Secret Government' and Daniel Ellsberg," review of Test of Loyalty found in
the Minneapolis Tribune, June 23, 1974.
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ARE CHILDREN PEOPLE, TOO?

Source: Minneapolis Tribune, Feb. 4, 1973
By Peg Meier, Staff Writer

If you're under 21 and your wishes conflict with those of an adult, you may
find that, yes, you have rights and, no, you don't

She was attractive, intelligent, mature and upper middle-class. She whs
asking the judge for what she considered her rights - to decide for herself
where she would live and with whom she would associate.

One problem - she was a minor.

The girl, let's call her Susan, spent her 16th birthdgy in Hennepin County
Juvenile Court in a legal struggle with her parents. The case was emotional
and touchy because it involved the most elemental relationships between pnrent

-

and child.

Susan's parents were about to etbark with their family on a sailing trip
around the world, possibly for as long as four years. They insisted the girl
accompany them. Susan, however, wanted to stay home and continue her education
with her friends.

The parents were shocked and disturbed by .,he fact that Susan was heavily
committed to a group of friends with diverse economic, racial and philosophical
backgrounds. Also, they worried about indications of her sexual intercourse
with a boy younger than she, who had a delinquency record and was of a different
race. Even more than they wanted Susan with them on their cruise, they wanted
to end her relationship with the boy.

Once the judicial procedure was set in motion, the instincts and emotions
of both the child and her parents (all three of whom admittedly loved each other)
were tempered by the admonitions and advice of their attorneys. There were accu-
sations and exaggerations, examinations and cross-examinations.

Inevitably, the family was driven further apart. To the girl's considerable
distress, her folks never even wished her a happy 16th birthday.

Judge Lindsay G. Arthur ordered social counseling for the family. But it
became apparent, he said, that family reconciliation through compromise was an
impossibility. It was necessary to impose a solution on the family.

But first, the judge had to answer some questions on the rights of children:

*Can a child challenge in court parents' orders?

*Can a child refuse a reasonable place of residence determined by parents?

*Can a child determine the persons of the same or opposite sex or race
with whom to associate, despite parents objections?

Or, as Judge Arthur has summed up such questions, "Should children be as
equal as people?"
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In his memorandum, Judge Arthur wrote, "Surely no American seeking protection
of her real, or even her illusionary rights will be barred from at least posing

. her plea to the courts." So Susan had the right to take her parents to court.

But live where she wished? No. The law requires that children should be
consulted concerning parental decisions affecting them, with increasing attention
as their maturity increases, the judge wrote. "But the law does not give the
child a veto power, nor should it. Family life and parental guidance would cease
if each child could choose her place of residence for herself, he wrote.

The basic principle in lay concerning children is that parents make the
decision and the.court follows the plan of the parents, unless it is determined
that the plan is detrimental to the child. It is up to the parents to shape
the child's life unless they are unable or unfit or unless their decisions
jeopardize the health or safety of the child.

Parents also have the right to determine how a child should be educated,
as long as the method meets legal requirements of a "reasonable education."
Susan's parents could pick for her an education with'a particular religious
influence, a classical education, a progressive education or one with a voca-
tional focus. Little is left for the child's choice.

And about friends? Judge Arthur said parents have not only the right
but the duty to prevent an emotionally abusive relationship.

"Boys can be kept from prostitutes," he wrote, "and girls from pimps. In
lesser degree, a girl can be kept from a boy who would illegitimately impregnate
her, not only to prevent the resultant illegitimate child, but also to protect
the girl from the emotional and social damage of unwed motherhood.

If the court can go that far, surely the Parents can go one step further,
possibly the last step, and forbid association with those whom the parents reason-
ably fear will Cause emotional injury to the child."

So - what happened to Susan?

She was sent to live with an aunt in another state for an indefinite'period
of time, notwithstanding strong objections by the girl.

Judge Arthur said her parents had provided her with an above-average home
but were unable to recognize the cnaotic needs of an intellectually gifted and
spirited adolescent daughter. He concluded that the proposed cruise would be
an emotional disaster for the child and that he should follow the parents' second
choice, that of placing the girl with the aunt.

And Judge Arthur has written, "If equality is the principle, if children
are as equal as people, then children have the same rights to privacy, and mother
should not read mall, or diaries, or insist on meeting dates. But, repeat but,
if parents have a right to invade the privacy of their children, where does the
inequality stop: at home, church, school, psychologist's office, or the police
station? Should inequality stop at age 14, 17, or emancipation?"
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Long_hair. In a widely publicized case in 1969, U.S. District Judge Philip
Neville ordered a Little Falls, Minn., high school to admit a 17-year-old senior
with shoulder-length hair. The Judge said the boy's right"to wear a hair style
of his choosing" is protected under the 14th Amendment of the Constitution. The
hair rule at the school required that boys have "neat, conventional male haircuts
and be clean-shaven."

Since that csse, Becker sAid, long hair has not been much of an issue in
the metropolitan area because the court precedents are clear. Few court cases
have resulted in rural areas, where young men are more likely to obey school
rules on the subject, Becker said.

Freedom of expression. The landmark decisicn in 1969 concerned students
in several Des Moines, Iowa, high schools who sought the rieht to wear black
armbands as part of a protest against the Vietnam War. The U.S. Supreme Court
firmly struck dawn the schools' refusal to allow the armbands, saying that neither
"students nor teachers shed their constitutional rights to freedom of speech or
expression at the schoolhouse gate."

Less clear are issues such as publication of political and sexual topics
of four-letter words in school newspapers. At Twin Cities conferences of high
school newspaper editors, a frequent complaint is of the heavy censoring hand
of school authorities.

Court proceedings. Minors are not given the right to a jury trial, a public
trial or a grand jury ineictment. The procedure was designed to save them the
enbarrassment of a trial and the reputation of a criminal. 'They have no right
to bail. A runaway, for example, may be detained pending a hearing for 24 hours
without a court order. After a court order is obtained, he may be held until he
goes to court, however long that is.

A juvenile may be held on grounds that can't be applied to adults. "Incor-
rirjhility" and "truancy" can be used to detain and institutionalize a youngster
- but not an adult.

As Becker says, the matter presents some hard questions. "What do you do
with a 15-year-old girl who won't stay at home, who runs away from a foster home,
who's getting into trouble with drugs and boys? Do you throw up your hands, let
her run wild and hope she'll come home on her own, or do you institutionalize
her and hope she'll straighten out by the time she's an adult? It's not easy
to decide."

The entire court procedure for juveniles across the country was turned around
with the 1969 U.S. Supreme Court Gault decision. "Neither the 14th Amendment
nor the Bill of Rights is for adults alone," the court wrote. Juvenile court
proceedings, according to the decision, must provide some of the basic guarantees
of due process - notification of the right to counsel and warnine of the privilege
against self-incrimination.

Divorce. Children whose parents are undergoing divorce action are rarely
represented by their own attorney. Generally, the judge and parents' lawyers
discuss the welfare of the children and determine custody rights and visitation
procedures. However, there are occasional cases in which the divorce battle
gets fierce and children are used as pawns between the warring parents.
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The Minnesota Bar Association is proposing legislation to protect the child's
rights in a divorce contest. Under the bill, a judge may appoint a guardian for
the child during the course of the divorce action.

"The court occasionally does this now and without challenge from the parents
or lawyers," said Ray Ploetz, chairman of the bar association's family law
committee. "But when the fight is heavy enough, they might not take kindly to
the court making sure that the child is protected. This bill would correct that."

If the minor in a divorce action is the htmband :or wife rather than a child,
he must have a guardian appointed by the court to represent him.

paternity. Some discussion is being held in Minnesota among judges and
social workers about the rights of a father when the mother of a baby is giving
up the baby for adoption. Under proposed legislation, every effort should be
made to determine who the father of an illegitimate child is and to grant him
due process equal to the mother's in terndnation proceedings. When the mother
or father is a minor, she or he needs the approval of parents.

Medical counseling. The 1971 Minnesota Legislature passed a bill permitting
physicians to counsel minors without the approval of their parents. The law
covers a wide scope of treatment, including problems relating to birth control,
venereal disease and overdoses of drugs. Most other states require that parents
be notified and give appraval for counseling or treatment.

Suspension and expulsion. Extreme4 hazy now are procedural guidelines for
the school disciplinary actions. State Sen. Rolf Nelson, Golden Valley Conserve,-
tive, has introduced a bill that he t,Anks would insure that students accused
of misconduct would be assured their cmstitutional rights. Spelled out are
procedures for written notice, hearings and time limits.

Pregnancy. The courts nationwide have generally held that a student,
married or unmarried, may not be expelled from school or forced to attend a
special school by reason of her pregnancy.

Clearly, the rights of children are expanding. Court case by court case,
minors are being told they are people too and have certain rights.

But rights of children will never be expanded to those of adults, said
Judge Arthur. "The courts probably won't ever say that a 4-year-old has the right
to determine where to live or that a teen-ager can sue her mother for serving
spinach," the judge said.

Judge Arthur, who is vice-president of the National Council of Juvenile
Court Judges, said that Minnesota is "pretty fax ahead" of most states concerning
the treatment of juvenile offenders and granting of rights to minors.

In Minnesota, he said, "We care more about our kids than they do in most
places. You can see this in other areas too - in our school programs and our
universities,"
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Agreeing with Judge Arthur on the quality Gf care of minors in the state
is Manly Zimmerman, a Hennepin County public defender for juveniles. He said,
"A child has all the rights he needs in court. If there is a problem in denying
justice, the problem is with the people the child deals with, not the system
itself."

In Hennepin County, a Child charged with an offense must speak with an attor-
ney before he can admit to the offense. If his family can't afford a lawyer,
Zimmerman or one of his staff of seven is appointed.

But the system that some people praise is condemOd by others as too lenient
or too inclined to cause the erosion of parental rights.

Gordon Johnson, chief of the Minneapolis Police Department, is one of the
critics. The courts over-protect youngsters, he said. "Kids at 16 today are
as physically and emotionally mature as I was at 19 or 20," Johnson said. "We
should .treat them more mature-like and we should make them responsible for their
actions, rather than cloak the court proceedings in.secrecy."

Judge Arthur also thinks that relying on the calendar is an artificial way
to determine whether a person is mature enough to be responsible for his actions.
"If each person were treated as equally as his maturity would permit."

That's difficult to achieve, he said, so the law is a "crazy hodge-podge"
of ages indicating maturity - 16 years old for a driver license, 16 for a girl
to marry, 18 for a boy with his parents' permission. 'And laws and court procedures
for minors vary drastically from state to state and even county to county.

(Note: This, story was written while the legal age was still 21.)

CD Reprinted with permission from the Minneapolis Tribune.
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FURTHER READINGS ON JUSTICE

"How Equal Is Justice?" Newsweek, October 30, 1972, P. 97-

"Key Ruling on Police Power," U.S. News & World Report, December 24, 1973,
p. 55.

"New Ways To Speed Up Justice: Interview with Chief Justice Warren E. Berger,"
U.S. News & World Report, August 21, 1972, pp. 38-46.
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PRIVACY

"At stake is whether people or the machine system will emerge as the basic

unit of value in the data-bank-dominated era of the 1970's." Alan Westen

'Why so cryptic? Afraid we're being bugged?'
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Directions and Introduction

Directions

Read the Introduction and the Questions and Projecte.,:and :do-the

Privacy Work Sheet. Design a research or involvement project.on the

topic 'of privacy. Don't be limited by the questions and,suggestiOns
, . .

in this section. Use them as ideas to design your own projett.,

Introduction

Schools have information abcmt your grade and.disciplinary records,

so do colleges you have applied to, as do loan companies,'the IRS, state

tax departments, credit bureans, motor licensing departnentsitloctors.

hospitals, dentists, drug stores, eny store where you have-applied taf
.;:

credit, police courts and al17 other agency you have filbeddut arFkappli-

cation for has personal information about you.

Mbst of these places have computers and other datai-bankequiptent

which could'collect and store this information in a very ford seconds.

It could then be made available to the gwvernment, eMployera,.and-anyone

else who had access to such materials.

Our ability to collect and store private information taw.grogn at:

a faster rate than our ability to regulate the use ofthe materials.

This section deals with several of the prdblems created by 'onoopervision"

on the part of the government and private industry.
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Questions and Projects

1. What rights should both individuals and institutions have to gether and
disclose personal information about you?

2. What rights should an individual have to inspect, correct and withdraw
personal information that both public and private institutions have
gathered?

3. Under what conditions should the government require individuals to give
personal information and what controls should be placed on this infor-
mation?

4 When a person applies for we...fare should he or she have to wave certain
privacy rights? Is the decision to apply for welfare a free choice or a
forced action for which the person had no Alternative? What kind of infor-
motion is collected by the welfare in our county?

5. What are the state laws regulating the collection and disclosure of personal
information? Wh-A laws have been proposed for the next session? What
committee will hold hearings on them?

6. Answer the above question for laws on the federal level.

7. Read the article, "The Law and Pupil School Records.", What policy doeb
your school have on school records? Un what is the policy based? If
you think the policy is unfair hov would you go about changing it?

8. Read the article, "How Private Is Tour Tax Return." How private is your
tax return? Has the U.S. Congress or the courts changed the rules of the
IRS? What reforms are needed? Haw would you go about getting these
reforms into law?

9. The article, "Giving the Computor a Conscience," describes the National.
Crime Information Center (NCIC). What is the NCIC? What role does it
play in our law enforcement process?. Does it hame too much or not enOugh
power? What regulatione, if agy, should be put on the NCIC?

10. The article by Sam Ervin, Jr., Senator from North Carolina, lists various
ways the government can invade your privacy and various reforms to solve
these problems. Interview a state legislator on the same subject. Compare
his/her reactions to those of Sam J. Ervin, Jr.

11. Make a collection of applications. Anakyze the Applications. Do local
companies and welfare agencies have standards for protecting the personal
information on getting such a standard adopted?

12. Interview differeht people in the law enforcement process about their atti-
tudes towards privacy. Do the police, the courts, lawyers and defendants
have similar or different views on the rights of privacy?

13. Do a research project on the subject. Develop an annotated bibliography
on privacy versus security. Can you place the authorlls views on a continuum?
Which arcs more concerned about the security of the society than the privacy
of the individual? Which are more concerned about the rights of the indi-
vidual than the security of the society?
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Privacy Work Sheet

How should privacy investigations be limited?

Below are a number of areas in which reports of credit bureausJiaVe been or
could be used to affect a person's life:

Insurance companies use them to grant auto, life, homeowner and
business insurance.

Banks, loan companies and businesses with installment plans and
government agencies might use them to grant or deny loans for homes,
autos, appliances, education, business costs, etc.

Government agencies might use them.to grant or deny welfare pay-
ments. Government agencies might use them as a basis for awarding
contracts to businesses or as a basis for granting operating or busi-
ness licenses...

Determine the limits for invading privacy. Consider the following lists of items:

1. Define privacy. In which of the following cases would wiretapping be
justified?

A. A woman recently released from a treatment-center for drug addiction.
B. A bank president suspected of embezzlement.
C. A teenager released from a reformatory..
D. A known Communist.
E. A college student suspected of organizing campus demonstrations.

2. Determine the government's need to know. For which of the following.functions
do you believe the government's need for information overrides the right to
privacy?

A. To protect the national security.
B. To take the census.
C. To gather tax information.
D. To help businessmen.
E. o protect consumers.

3. Determine limits for invading privacy. Consider the following list of items.

A. Personal diaries F. A man's home and his belongings
B. Credit rating G. A person's telephone conversation
C. A person's living habits H. Contents of a person's. wallet
D. Student, worker, or faculty lockers I. A person's salary
E. Bank account information

Which of the above, if any, do you believe should be made available in the
following situations?

1. A man is on trial for murder.
2. An application for credit is made.
3. A man wants to buy a house in an exclusive neighborhood.
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4. A high school student is suspected of taking drugs.
5. A man is believed to be selling narcotics to teenagers.

6. A man applies for a job.
7. A man applies for a driver's license.
8. A man applies far a gun permit.
9. A government otficial is suspected ot giving classified

information to the press.
10. A government official is suspected of giving classified

information to foreign powers.



Your Life: How Private?

Source: Minneapolis Tribune, Oct. 7, 1973
By David Kuhn, Staff Correspondent

rditoes note: Even before the Watergate investigation uncovered government-
sanctioned wiretapping and surveillance, other government intrusions on citizens'7- racy were being reported and questioned.

"Experience should teach us to be most on our guard to protect libertywhen the Government's purposes are beneficent. Men born to freeilAn are
naturally alert to repel invasion of their liberty by evil-minded rulers.The greatest dangers to liberty lurk in insidious.encroachment by men of
zeal, well-meaning bUt without understanding."

Justice Louis D. BrandeiS
Olmstead v. U.S., 1928

Mendham,

Lori Paton is a slim, brown-haired senior at West Morris-Mendham High Schoolin the hilly, wooded countryside of north central New Jersey. She was 16 years
old last spring when the FBI decided to investigate her.

She had committed no crime. She had engaged in no subversive activity.
She had not applied for a sensitive government job.

She merely had written to a left-wing political group, seeking information
to fulfill a class assignment.

Her letter was intended for the Socialist Labor Party, but it was sent to
the New York address of the Young Socialist Alliance. Apparently the FBI was
monitoring all mail sent to that group, noting names and return addresses.

On March 18 an FBI agent walked into Principal Richard Matthew's officeto inquire about Miss Paton.

When Miss Paton was told about the visit "it didn't mean much at first."
But as she thought about the implications, "It sort of hit me more," she said.
Her decision: "I'd rather fight it now than later, when I might end up on somelist."

As a result, Miss Paton, her father and the chairman of the school's social
studies department filed a lawsuit in July with the aid of the American CivilLiberties Union (ACLU). They are seeking $65,000 in damages and a court order
preventing the FBI from intercepting mail sent by citizens to lawful political
organizations.

Is the Lori Paton case an isolated one, signifying only that the FBI is
guilty of occasional bad judgment?

Or is it just the tip of an iceberg, signifying that the constitutionallyprotected right to privacy is too often subject to arbitrary and damapAng
invasion by tht agents of gorrnment, uaually without- the citizen ever knowingit?

t
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There is no objective measurement available of the amount of government
surveillance and government dissemination of presumably confidential infor-
mation that goes on daily or yearly.

What is known, however, is that there have been numerous public disclosures
of these kinds of activities in the last few years.

Some of the activities were legal but questionable. Others were patently
illegal:

*In the late 1960's the Army engaged up to 1,500 plain-clothes agents in a
massive and apparently uncontrolled program of spying and data collection against
civilians engaged in lawful political activities.

The clief subjects were civil rights and antiwar groups. Some targets of
the surveillance were inexplicable or bizarre. Army agents in the Twin Cities ,

maintained files on Harry Davis and Louis Ervin, both respected black civic
leaders. And in May 1969 no less than four agents were assigned to file spot
reports from the "Whip to White," which was nothing more than a college beer
bust at White, S.D.

*New evidence of more recent Army surveillance of civilians, this time
against American citizens in West Germany, has been turned up by an investigator
for Sen. Lovell Weicker, R-Conn.

The targets of spying and infiltration included a NtGovern for President
group operating a voter registration effort last fall among Americans in Berlin.

*In addition to the burglary and wiretapping of Democratid headquarters
and the burglary of a California psychiatrist's office by White House employees
acting in the name of natiCeal security, the Watergate investigation also un-
covered the Tom Charles Huston plan for expanded government surveillance of
citizens.

Some of the proposed activities were "clearly illegal," Huston, a White
House staff man, had cautioned, but President Nixon approved the plan anyway
in 1970, o. ,y to rescind it five days later because J. Edgar Hoover, then head
of the FBI, wouldn't wo along with it.

The plan included FBI burglaries, illegal interceptions of mail, monitoring
of overueas telephone and telegraph communications, and intensified electronic
surveillance against individuals and groups "who pose a major threat to the
internal security."

Huston resigned from the White House in 1971 and is an Indianapolis attorney.
He is closing out a term as a member of the Census Bureau's Advisory Committee
or Privacy and Confidentiality.

*Government agents surveyed the banking records of persons who financially
supported unpopular but legal political causes.

*
*Several studies - including the latest one by an advisory committee to the

Department of Health, Education and Welfare - have called for safeguards and
restraints on computerized data banks use_d Ay local, state and federal.agencies.
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The concerns of a growing number of legislators, legal scholars and private
citizens were summed up recently by Sen. Sam Ervin, D-N.C., whose constitutional
rights subcommittee was holding hearings on privacy problems long before Water-
gate occurred.

"CongTess, and the American people in general," he said, "are OnlY now
becoming aware of the multitude of ways in which our right to,privacy - our

.

right to be let alone - is being ever circumscribed by the Collection, of infor-
mation about almost every aspect of our lives,"

The activities of private agencies, such as credit bureaus,. give been recog-,
, .. . .nized as pot-ntial or actual invaders of privacy, too.

But government is better equipped to do it, unless restrained. It has
much of the information already - census data, tax recordS,,411tarYirecordi.
criminal records, phots of driver's license holders, files On welfare;recipi-
ents - although it would be a costly and technically difficult taik to put'it
together.

Other information may be obtained through exercise of the police power.
This includes bank records, mailed matter and oral conversations.

Moreover, as Justice Brandeis umrned 45 years ago in his dissent to a
5-4 decision permitting wiretaps, few invasions of privacy and confidentiality
arise from an evil intent.

The Army surveillance program, for instance, apparently began with a desire
for sone advance notice of civil disturbances in which troops might be called
in.

"All of these things - you've got to emphasize this - come in under some
plausibly beneficial purpose," said Douglass Lea, director of the ACLU's Project
on Privacy and Data Collection that was established last spring to disseminate
information and give visibility to privacy issues. "People ta,;.: these mandates
and push them to their logical extremes and turn them into threats," Lea said.

The right to privacy is rooted in the English common law. Although "privacy"
isn't mentioned in the U.S. Constitution, the Supreme Court and most legal scho-
lars have interpreted the Bill of Rights as a privacy shield.

Frequently or occasionally cited are the First Amendment guarantee of free
speech, free association and the right to remain silent: the Third Amendment's
protection of the individuals' living space; the Fourth Amendment freedom from
unreasonable searches and seizures; the Fifth Amendment protection against
self-incrimination; the Ninth Amendment's guarantee that rights not enumerated
elsewhere are also to be enjoyed by citizens, and the Fourteenth Amendment's
due-process clause.

There is, however, no comprehensive and consistent body'of privacy law on
the books of the nation or the states. As Arthur R. Miller, a law professor and
author of a much-quoted book, "Assault on Privacy," has described it, the law
of privacy is "a thing of threads And patches."

Reprinted with permission from the Minneapolis Tribune
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OTHER SUGGESTED READINGS

"Big Brother Starts Watching 12 Years Early," Minneapolis Star, May 22, 1972.

"How Private Is Your Tax Return?" Robert W. Dietsch, Nation's Business,
December, 1973, pp. 66-67.

"Invasion of Privacy -- How Big a Threat?: Interview with Senator Sam J. Ervin,
Jr., of North Carolina." U.S. News & World Report, March 6, 1972, pp. 38, 40,
42, 44, 45.

"Law and Pupil School Records," Thomas W. George. First appeared in the National
Association of Secondary Schools Bulletin.Condensed in The Education Digest, November
1972, pp. 44-47.
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Corruption
Directions and Introduction

Directions

Read the Introduction, Goals and Ob ectives, take the Welfare

RILE and the quiz Figuring Your CorruTtion Quotient, and read the

article RippinD Off.

Desim a research or involvement project based on the topics

covered in this section. Refer to the other articles in this section

in your research or as badkground.for your involvement. Don't be

liiaited by the Questions and Projects, Use them as a basis for

designing your own project.

Introduction

The articles in this section illustrate that almost everyone

r".

in our society has an "honesty threshold" for other peoPle. An

honesty threshold is a level at which i blcomes wrong to "take"

for your own gain. The threshold for politicians and other publi

figures has been getting lower as there are more reports Wthe.,,

media of corruption. The honesty threshrld for the poor im

society has always been a little lower than for the rest of the

society.

This section asks questions about morality, welfare arid Politics:

. ,:!

1. Should there be different moral standards for pUblic
figures, than for private citizens? For poor than
middle Class?

2. Should morality be legislated? Whose morality? Which
level or agency of government should enforce the rules?

3. What is corruption?
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Goals and Objectives

Some of the goals and Objectives for this section are listed below.
They are not listed in order of importance. You can rank them
in the order you think they should be in when you have finished
your project.

The student should understand:

Why the pace of Change is often slow.

Why the decisions made are not always satisfactory to those
that asked for the change.

The steps necessary to bring about, stop, slow down or speed up
any change in your commaMity.

How and why organizations operate the way they do.

Why various kinds of people get involved in the decision making
process.

Why "people" can make a difference in governmental decisions.

That trying to influence your society can be both very rewarding
and very frustrating.

That there are more than two sides to any question.

That there are many ways to avoid making a decision.

That there are many ways to shift the responsibility for decisions
made.

That there are all kinds of career possibilities available in
government.
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Questions and Projects

1. Do a research project on crime ir cur lociety. Is there any consensus
among your authors on the causes o: or the cures for crime? Is crime becom-
ing more.or less dishonest?

2. Compare the Time essai and the Newsweek article on politicLu corruption.
What are the conclusions in each article? Which one do you tend to agree
with? Why?

3. Should government try to regulate certain kinds of morality? Historically,
what are the results of legislated morality? What are some alternatives
to government enforced morality?

4. Make a corruption continuum. Put the kinds of "white" corruption you
think are almost acceptable on one end of the continuum and put the least
acceptable kinds of corruption on the other. Show the continuum to at
least five other people. Do they agree or disagree with your definition
of "acceptable" corruption? Did you change your definition?

Design a questionnaire on morality in our society. Make a hypothesis on
morality in our society and test it in your school or community. Try to
find out if people have higher standards for public figures than they do
for themselves. Do people expect more of welfare recipients than of people
not on welfare?

6. You and your family live or a welfare food budget from Monday to Friday.
Keep a diary of menus, feelingp, and activities during the week. The local
welfare office will give you the present budget amounts. Be sure and account
for all food used that are already purchased; for meals out, snack foods,
drinks, tips, dog food, etc.

7. Read the articles on welfare corruption. Research the topic. Find recent
studies on welfare honesty or dishonesty in Minnesota. E0 the figures
differ from those in the artic]es?

Visit a local welfare office several tines and observe the procedures.
Prepare a descriptive observation repnrt.

9. i;valuate the welfare process for your county on the Institutional aiLa
questions. They are.in the section'on "Governments, Bureaucracy and people."

10. Contact a local branch of the National Welfare Rights Organization. Visit
them. !lake a report on their political and othe- activities.

11. Contact the state or county welfare office. Compile a report on the nunbers
and types of people receiving aid in your local community. Where does the
noney cone from? Have payments kept up with increases in the rate of
inflation?
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12, Work with Fin organization that is working for sone type of welfare reform.
Keep a diary of your fee1in,7s and activities.

13. Research welfare reform. What different kinds of reforms have been proposed.
What are their strone arid weak points? What kind of reform are you for? Why?

14. Research legislation and welfare reform. What kind of reform legislation
has been introduced in the last session of either the state or federal
legislatures. .111at happened to the legislation? What kind of legislation
is proposed for the next legislative session?

15. Research the cost of crime in our society. What do various kinds of crime
cost us? Include as many different kinds of crime as you can, from white
collar crime, price fixing and political corruption to bank robbery and
murder. Try also to include the costs of jails, the court system and
insurance costs.. Is crime in our iociety a positive or a negative economic
factor? Be sure to define your terms.

16. Spend a day with a person working in a welfare office. Interview them.
Use some of the questions in The Student Guide for Career Analysis.

17. Spend a day with a policeman, lawyer or in court as a visitor. Interview
the people you are observing. Use some of the questions in The Student
Guide for Career Analysis.
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FURTHER READINGS ON CORRUPTION

"Corruption in Politics: How Widespread?" U.S. News & World Report, June 4,

1973, pp. 20, 22-23.

"Corruption in the U.S.: Do They All Do It? Thom.; Griffith, Time, December 31,

1973, pp. 16-17.

From Harper's Magazine, September 1973.

"The Weed of Crime Bears...Bitter Fruit," Norman Ichreiber.
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June 4, 1973, pp. 80-81.
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